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Objectives 

This study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of different tooth replacement strategies in 

adult patients with shortened dental arches, including survival rates of prosthodontic 

interventions, risk of tooth loss and impact on oral-health related quality of life (OHRQoL); 

to determine the most appropriate tooth replacement strategies in adult patients with 10 or 

less functional mandibular; and to compare success and survival rates of functionally 

orientated treatment according to the principles of the shortened dental arch using resin 

bonded bridgework, with conventional treatment using removable partial dentures. 

 

Methods 

A systematic review of randomised and non-randomised controlled trials was conducted to 

evaluate studies of the effectiveness of different tooth replacement strategies in adult 

patients with shortened dental arches.  A protocol was registered with the International 

Register of Systematic Reviews, and the review was conducted in accordance with the 

guidelines of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses 

(PRISMA).   

 

A modified Delphi analysis was developed to develop consensus from experts in Restorative 

Dentistry on the most appropriate tooth replacement strategies in adult patients with 

shortened dental arches. Ethical approval of the protocol was granted by the Joint Research 

Ethics Committee, School of Medicine, Dentistry and Biomedical Sciences, Queen’s 

University Belfast, and a two-round internet based Delphi consensus process was used.   
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Survival analysis of data from a randomised controlled clinical trial was conducted, to 

compare success and survival rates of functionally orientated treatment according the 

principles of the shortened dental arch (SDA) using resin bonded bridgework (RBB), with 

conventional treatment using removable partial dentures (RPD), after 36 months.. 

 

Results  

The systematic review search strategy identified 112 potentially relevant publications; 22 

from Medline (OVID), 54 from EMBASE (OVID), 35 from CENTRAL, one from the authors’ 

knowledge of the subject area, and none from OpenSIGLE.  Following screening, ten articles 

were eligible for inclusion in the systematic review.  Of these, four were analyses of 

different outcomes from a multicentre randomized controlled trial in Germany, whilst one 

study was the pilot phase for this trial.  Two further randomized controlled trials were 

included from the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland.  The remaining articles were 

reports of prospective cohort studies from Denmark and the Netherlands.   

 

Twenty invited participants completed at least one round of the online modified Delphi 

survey.  All participants had at least ten years post-graduate experience, with the median 

time from graduation twenty-two years (inter-quartile range 12.5 – 27.5 years).  There was 

consensus amongst study participants on the appropriateness of thirty-seven tooth 

replacement strategies (37%) across ten clinical scenarios of tooth loss in the mandible.  Of 

these, thirteen were considered appropriate (13%) and twenty-four were considered 

inappropriate (24%).   
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After 36 months, 89 participants completed the randomised controlled clinical trial.  As part 

of the study a total of 89 RPDs and 120 RBBs were constructed.  For the RBBs, 113 (94.3%) 

were judged as successful with a further 7 (5.8%) having survived after one episode of 

recementing.   In comparison, 65 RPDs were judged to have been successful (73.0%) with a 

further 10 (11.2%) having survived.  A total of 14 RPDs (15.7%) were no longer in use and 

were considered as unsuccessful.  Cumulative survival analysis demonstrated that the 

success rate for the resin bonded bridges was significantly better than the removable partial 

dentures (p=0.005).   

 

Conclusions 

From the systematic review conducted, there is currently insufficient evidence to 

recommend one tooth replacement strategy over another in adult patients with reduced 

dentitions.  There is a need for further research as there are insufficient numbers of good 

quality randomised controlled trials currently available.   

 

Participants agreed that no tooth replacement was appropriate in elderly patients (> 65 

years old) with existing functional shortened dental arches (absence of molar teeth).  They 

also agreed that provision of removable partial dentures and conventional bridgework was 

not appropriate in this clinical scenario.  Where patients are missing premolar and molar 

teeth, dental implant supported crowns or bridgework was considered appropriate with 

consensus, regardless of age.   

 

The cumulative survival rate for resin bonded bridges used as part of functionally orientated 

treatment (SDA group) was significantly better than removable partial dentures for partially 
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dentate older adults (p=0.005), after 36 months.   The cumulative survival rate for upper 

removable partial dentures was significantly better than lower removable partial dentures 

in partially dentate older adults, particularly in Kennedy Class I cases.   
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The population of the world is ageing.  The United Nations has estimated that globally, the 

percentage of older persons (60 years and over) increased from 9.9% in 2000 to 12.3% in 

2015. It is expected that this percentage will rise to over 20% by 2050, with an elderly  

population of nearly 2.1 billion (Fig. 1).1 

 

 

Figure 1 Percentage of the population aged 60 years or over for the world and regions, 

1980-20501 

 

As significant transformations are occurring in populations, changes have also been noted in 

oral health.  More and more adults are retaining their natural teeth into old age (Fig. 2).  The 

2009 UK Adult Dental Health Survey (ADHS) reported that only 6% of those surveyed were 

missing all their teeth, a significant decrease from 37% in 1968.2   
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Figure 2 Trends in percentage edentate by age: England, 1978-20093 

 

With increased tooth retention, population growth and ageing, the global burden of oral 

conditions has increased by approximately 20.8% since 1990.  Collectively, oral conditions 

affected 3.9 billion people worldwide in 2010, with untreated caries and severe periodontal 

disease causing an increased burden, especially in less developed regions.  These oral 

conditions often lead to becoming partially dentate. 4 

 

Potential consequences of tooth loss include impaired mastication, altered food choices, 

psychosocial problems and reduced oral health related quality of life.5,6  However, 

depending on the pattern of tooth loss, it may not be necessary to replace all missing teeth, 

especially in older patients.  Kayser first described the shortened dental arch (SDA) concept, 

suggesting that patients with at least four occlusal units (one unit = pair of occluding 

premolars; two units = pair of occluding molars) had sufficient adaptive capacity to 

constitute a functional dentition.7  The concept has been suggested as an oral health goal 
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for adults until the end of life by the World Health Organisation,8 and is considered to have 

a useful role in contemporary clinical practice.9   

 

Where tooth replacement is required to restore partially dentate patients to at least a  

reduced functional dentition, there are various fixed and removable prosthetic options.  

Traditionally these have included removable partial dentures, and resin bonded or 

conventional bridgework.  In the last number of decades these options have grown in scope 

with the demonstrated predictability of dental implants.  However, decision making for 

different patterns of tooth loss and patient groups is often not evidence based.10  There is 

also a lack of understanding of the factors that influence partially dentate older patients’ 

treatment choices, particularly those for replacing missing teeth.  In addition, the financial 

cost of tooth loss disproportionately affects older age groups11, and there is a need to 

achieve better clinical outcomes, which are cost-effective and require less maintenance.  

 

The aims of this Research project were to: 

1. Conduct a systematic review and meta-analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of 

different tooth replacement strategies in adult patients with shortened dental 

arches 

2. Develop consensus from “experts” in Restorative Dentistry on the most appropriate 

tooth replacement strategies in adult patients with shortened dental arches  

3. Compare the cumulative survival rates of two different tooth replacement strategies 

for partially dentate older patients, from a randomized controlled clinical trial 

 

Specific objectives related to these aims included: 
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1. To determine survival rates of different prosthodontic interventions, the risk of 

tooth loss with and without prosthodontic interventions, and the impact of different 

tooth replacement strategies on oral-health related quality of life (OHRQoL). 

2. To determine appropriate tooth replacement strategies for adult patients with 10 or 

less functional mandibular teeth, and what effect a patient’s age and clinician 

characteristics has on the appropriateness of these strategies  

3. To compare success and survival rates of functionally orientated treatment 

according to the principles of the shortened dental arch (SDA) using resin bonded 

bridgework, with conventional treatment using removable partial dentures (RPDs) 
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Tooth Retention in an Ageing Population 

 

As highlighted the population of the world is ageing.  This process of demographic transition 

(declining birth and death rates) started earlier in more developed countries.  Based on 

current projections however, ageing is likely to become a universal phenomenon during the 

twenty first century.  Evidence suggests that now population ageing is taking place in most 

major regions in the world, with over two thirds of older people living in developing 

countries.12 

 

The significant trend of population ageing can be attributed to continuous progress in life 

expectancy over the past century.  Estimated life expectancy at birth in developed regions 

has risen from 65 years in 1950 to 78 years in 2010-2015.  In less developed regions the 

improvement has been more remarkable, with life expectancy of 68 years in 2010-2015 

compared with 42 years in 1950.  This progress has been part of a shift in the leading causes 

of morbidity and mortality, from parasitic and infectious diseases affecting children and 

infants, to non-communicable diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular disease and diabetes.  

These chronic diseases more commonly affect adults and the elderly, and today impose the 

greatest burden on global health.  In general, life expectancy worldwide is expected to 

continue to rise, with the gap between developed and developing regions becoming 

narrower.12,13 

 

In the United Kingdom the situation is similar, with an ever-expanding elderly population. 

There has been an estimated 21% increase in those aged 65 and over between 2005 and 

2015, and a 31% increase in the ‘older’ elderly (aged 85 and over) over the same period. 
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The Office for National Statistics reports that approximately 17.8% (11.6 million people) of  

the UK population are now 65 and over, whilst 2.3% (1.5 million people) are 85 and over.14 

Life expectancy statistics are also consistent with global trends, with older people living  

longer in the UK.  For men living in the UK aged 65 and over, life expectancy has increased  

from 17.5 years in 2006-2008 to 18.2 years in 2010-2012.  In the same period, life  

expectancy for women increased from 20.2 years to 20.9 years.15 

 

The 2009 UK Adult Dental Health Survey (ADHS) reported that the vast majority of adults 

(86%) had 21 or more natural teeth, with more than half of those aged 85 and over 

retaining at least one tooth (53%).  The number of retained natural teeth decreased with 

age.  On average those aged between 16 and 24 years had 28.6 teeth, whilst dentate 55 – 

64 year olds had 23.2 teeth and those surveyed over 85 years had 14 teeth.  This strong 

relationship is unsurprising, given the cumulative effects of dental disease and tooth loss 

across the life course.2,16 

 

Despite reduced tooth loss, chronic dental diseases such as caries and periodontal disease 

are still prevalent, and management is challenging in older patients.  The 2009 ADHS 

reported that 31% of those sampled have evidence of dental caries, with an average of 2.7 

teeth affected.  In the 55-64 year old group 11 % had active root caries, compared with 20% 

of those aged 75-84 years.  In relation to periodontal health, approximately 66% of adults 

over 55 had loss of attachment of 4mm or more.16  A particular group who are especially 

susceptible to chronic dental disease and tooth loss are the institutionalized dependent 

elderly, when compared to those of the same age living independently.17 
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With increased tooth retention, population growth and ageing, the global burden of oral 

conditions has increased by approximately 20.8% since 1990.  Collectively, oral conditions 

affected 3.9 billion people worldwide in 2010.  As prevention and conservative treatments 

of dental disease have improved, the burden of severe tooth loss has decreased.  However, 

untreated caries and severe periodontal disease often lead to people becoming partially 

dentate.  These diseases are causing an increased burden, especially in less developed 

regions, and account for 15 million disability adjusted life years (DALYs) globally.  The DALYs 

metric provides a standardized measure to compare the effects of diseases, injuries and risk 

factors on population health.  It implies an average health loss of 224 years per 100,000 

persons, as a result of oral conditions combined.  Globally, it is clear that this burden is not 

evenly distributed.4 

 

Potential consequences of tooth loss, especially in the elderly, have also been reported in 

the literature.  It has been shown that significant reduction in number of occlusal units is 

likely to result in impaired mastication and altered food choices.  However, there is no linear 

relationship between tooth loss and masticatory dysfunction, and there is evidence that at 

least nine to ten pairs of occluding teeth assures masticatory function.  For most people, 

losing anterior teeth is an aesthetic and psychosocial problem, although the loss of posterior 

teeth is a psychosocial issue for only some individuals.5  Additionally, there is strong 

evidence that tooth loss is associated with impairment in oral health related quality of life 

(OHRQoL).  Again however, the prevalence of negative impacts increases significantly when 

the number of occluding pairs of teeth drops below ten.6 
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The Shortened Dental Arch 

 

As highlighted, depending on the pattern of tooth loss it may not always be necessary  

to replace missing teeth, especially in older patients.  A great number of variables are  

associated with tooth loss,17 but molar teeth are considered high risk for caries and  

periodontal disease and often the possibilities for restorative treatment are limited.18  

 

Kayser first described the shortened dental arch (SDA) concept, suggesting that patients  

with at least four occlusal units (one unit = pair of occluding premolars; two units = pair of  

occluding molars) had sufficient adaptive capacity to constitute a functional dentition.7  The  

concept has been suggested as an oral health goal for adults until the end of life by the  

World Health Organisation.8  Further cross-sectional and longitudinal studies by Kayser and  

the research group in Nijmegen, found that masticatory ability, temporomandibular joint  

health, migration of remaining teeth, periodontal support and oral comfort were not  

clinically significantly different in patients with SDA when compared to patients with  

complete dentitions.9   

 

In a study in Tanzania, Sarita et al. found that perceived chewing ability decreased with a  

reduced number of occluding teeth.  However they concluded that SDAs with intact  

premolar regions and at least one pair of occluding molars, had sufficient chewing ability.   

Where molar teeth were absent and only 3 – 4 occluding pairs of premolars were present,  

subjects had problems chewing harder foods.19  Montero et al. also reported that the  

impact of arch length on oral functionality is proportional to the number of absent occlusal  

units.20  Similar studies have suggested that a premolar to premolar dentition is sufficient in  
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relation to appearance.21  Indeed, Kayser and Witter have stated that replacing missing  

teeth, when their absence does not cause chewing or aesthetic problems, may constitute  

overtreatment.22 

 

Most dentists that have been surveyed view the SDA concept as having a useful role in  

contemporary clinical practice, especially for older patients.9  However, application of the  

SDA varies among clinicians, with less awareness reported in older dental graduates.23   

Despite the reported advantages, the SDA concept has been criticized.  Subjective Japanese  

studies have questioned it as an oral health goal, based on the value patients attribute to it  

as a treatment option.24,25 

 

Recent evidence suggests that SDAs can last for over 27 years, and do not require more  

interventional restorative treatments than complete dentitions.26 However, SDA patients  

are at increased risk of loss of premolar teeth and are more likely to receive a first time  

restorative intervention in their remaining dentition.  It has therefore been suggested that  

SDA patients should receive more intensive and continuous preventative care than those  

with complete dentitions.27  It is also important that patients are sufficiently motivated (and  

physically able) to be able to maintain a good standard of oral hygiene.28 

 

Patients with SDAs may be congenitally missing teeth.  After third molars, mandibular 

second premolars, maxillary lateral incisors and premolars are the most commonly absent 

teeth in patients with hypodontia.29  For these patients, and those patients with acquired 

shortened dental arches who experience further anterior tooth loss through trauma or 

chronic disease, there is often a need for prosthetic tooth replacement. 
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Tooth Replacement Strategies 

 

Where tooth replacement is required to restore partially dentate patients to at least a  

reduced functional dentition, there are various fixed and removable prosthetic options.   

These options have grown in scope over the last number of decades with the demonstrated  

predictability of dental implants.  There is high utilisation of all of these types of  

prostheses in most European countries, especially among older age groups.30  However, a  

recent Cochrane Systematic Review found insufficient evidence to recommend one  

prosthetic intervention over another in partially dentate patients.  Lack of standardized  

outcomes and short-term follow-up, means decision making for different patterns of tooth  

loss and patient groups is often not evidence based.10  Some of the following tooth  

replacement strategies have been studied in the management of patients with shortened 

dental arches. 

 

Removable Partial Dentures 

 

Often patients with a SDA have received removable partial dentures (RPDs) to replace 

missing molar teeth.  These prostheses can be constructed from acrylic resin or contain a 

cobalt-chrome metal framework.  As they are a simple method for replacing teeth, the 

numbers of RPDs made are substantial.31  The likelihood of a RPD increases with number of 

teeth to be replaced, whilst a higher prevalence is seen in the elderly, in rural areas, in lower 

socio-economic groups, and in patients with less education and lower incomes.32   
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Wearing RPDs has always been considered to have a high biological price.  Longitudinal 

studies in the past have indicated increased incidences of caries in the presence of RPDs,33,34 

with older patients especially at risk of developing root caries.35,36  Although there is clear 

evidence that RPDs increase plaque and gingivitis, especially at abutment teeth, only minor 

detrimental effects on periodontal health have been reported.31,37  Cobalt-chrome 

frameworks are often more hygienic as gingival and root coverage can be minimised.  

Nevertheless, recent evidence suggests that RPDs require more maintenance and more 

extensive follow-up treatment than alternative treatment strategies.38 

 

There is also a lot of evidence to suggest a significant rate of non-compliance in patients 

wearing RPDs.  Thomason et al. reported that approximately 25% of study participants with 

a shortened dental arch chose not to wear their distal extension removable denture,39 a 

finding that is consistent with previous studies.33,40 

 

Conventional restoration of the shortened dental arch using removable prostheses has been  

shown to improve nutritional status in the elderly.41  Other studies have reported significant  

improvements in OHRQoL with RPDs after 1 year, however these improvements were either  

similar to or less than improvements with alternative treatment strategies.42,43  Armellini et  

al. suggested that SDA patients only perceive such benefits in OHRQoL from RPDs if anterior  

tooth replacement is included.44 

 

Resin Bonded Bridgework 

 

Resin bonded bridgework is considered an effective and non-invasive tooth replacement  
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option.  First described as a ‘Rochette’ design in the 1970’s,45 resin bonded bridges have  

evolved, with developments in metal surface treatment, resin cements and framework  

design improving their performance significantly.   

 

Modern techniques involve minimal preparation within enamel, or no preparation at all. 

This is a subject of debate, but recent evidence suggests tooth preparation is unnecessary,46 

with the surface area of etched and primed enamel being more important.  Resin cements  

demonstrating prolonged high bond strengths have also helped to increase restoration  

longevity, with sandblasting of the metal surface to further enhance retention being 

recommended.47  The bridge framework should be as rigid as possible, and base metal alloys  

are ideal, with a thickness of at least 0.7mm providing sufficient resistance to  

dislodgement.48  Fibre-reinforced composite, ceramic and zirconia have been used as more  

aesthetic bridge framework materials.  Recent studies have demonstrated the potential for 

high success rates in the short term for anterior, cantilevered all-ceramic resin bonded 

bridges using various high strength ceramics.49,50,51  However, some of the clinical protocols 

for these materials involve more invasive preparation designs, and there is a lack of long 

term evidence, with associated complications appearing to be more frequent.52 

 

Using modern clinical techniques, systematic reviews have estimated 5 year survival of  

metal ceramic resin bonded bridges to be 87.7%,53 whilst a recent longitudinal study  

reported estimated 10 year survival rates of 80.4%.46  This study also reported a high level of  

patient satisfaction for both aesthetics and function, a finding consistent in previous  

studies.54,55  Lower failure rates have been reported for RBBs placed in the upper arch  

compared with the lower arch.  Furthermore, RBBs placed on anterior teeth have lower  
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rates of debonding than those placed on posterior teeth.53,56 

 

Several studies have looked at the performance of RBBs in restoring patients to a functional  

shortened dental arch.  Thomason et al.  found no significant differences in time to survival  

of cantilever resin bonded bridges when compared to conventional removable partial  

dentures.  They did however note less need for maintenance in patients restored with  

RBBs.39  As with the wider literature, RBBs significantly improve patient satisfaction in  

patients restored to a shortened dental arch.  Jepson et. al reported improved levels of  

general satisfaction, appearance and perceived masticatory ability.57  Mc Kenna et. al also  

found improved satisfaction in patients restored to a SDA using RBBs, although the  

improvement was similar in those restored with removable dentures in the short term.  

Significant differences were however noted in terms of impact on OHRQoL, with restoration 

to a SDA using RBBs achieving significantly better results.42 

 

Conventional Fixed Bridgework 

 

Conventional fixed bridgework or fixed partial dentures (FDPs) are a more invasive tooth 

replacement option than resin bonded bridgework or removable partial dentures.  They 

require removal of often sound dental hard tissue, with one study suggesting that 

approximately 63 – 72 % of coronal tooth structure is removed when teeth are prepared for 

full coverage all-ceramic or metal-ceramic restorations.58  Although designs and materials 

have evolved throughout the years, traditional fixed prosthodontic principles of achieving 

preparations with sufficient retention and resistance form are still important.  In this regard, 

clinical skill and academic knowledge will influence longevity and complication rates.59 
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Systematic reviews have reported high 10 year survival rates for both conventional and 

cantilever designs.  Tan et al. estimated the 10 year survival of conventional FPDs to be 

89.1%,59 whilst Pjetursson et al. estimated the 10 year survival of cantilever FPDs to be 

81.8%.60  Despite high survival rates, biological and technical complications are frequent 

with cantilever FPDs.  In Pjetursson’s systematic review the most common biological 

complication was loss of pulp vitality.  This is consistent with other studies which have 

reported high risks of pulpal devitalisation associated with conventional full coverage 

restorations.61  Other significant biological complications include secondary caries on 

abutments and recurrent periodontitis.  Frequent technical complications included loss of 

retention and material fractures.  

 

Cantilever fixed partial dentures (CFPDs) have been studied in the context of restoring a 

shortened dental arch.  A multicentre randomized shortened dental arch study in Germany 

has aimed to evaluate the efficacy of fixed and removable treatments in patients with 

complete loss of molar teeth.62  Where necessary, subjects were restored to a SDA using 

CFPDs.  In analysing the results, there was no significant difference in tooth survival 

between CFPD abutments and respective teeth in quadrants without CFPDs after 5 

years.63,64,65  Similarly there was no significant difference in rate of tooth fracture.  Loss of 

retention of CFPD retainers was the most frequent technical complication in Pjetursson’s 

systematic review, and the findings of this study indicated a similar complication rate of 7% 

after 5 years.65  Technical complications were less frequent in patients with CFPDs 

compared with removable partial dentures.  Where they did occur they also tended to be 

less extensive.  Consequently the need for maintenance and follow up treatment was less.38  
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An earlier study by Budtz-Jorgensen and Isidor mirrored these differences in need for 

maintenance and follow-up, with no occlusal or functional deterioration in patients with 

CFPDs after 5 years.33 

 

Dental Implants 

 

Dental implant retained prostheses are considered a reliable tooth replacement option,  

with positive long-term clinical outcomes having been documented for over 20 years.66 

Fixation of dental implants relies on osseo-integration and high survival rates have been  

reported.  Based on meta-analyses Jung et al. estimated 5 year survival at 97.2% and 10 year 

survival at 95.2% in implants supporting single crowns.67  When implants support fixed  

partial dentures or bridgework, survival decreases slightly to 95.6% at 5 years and 93.1% at  

10 years.68 

 

Although highly successful, implant retained prostheses may be associated with a variety of  

biological, mechanical and aesthetic complications.69  Pjetursson et al. highlighted some  

more frequent complications over a 5 year period to include veneering material fracture,  

peri-implantitis and soft tissue problems, abutment or screw loosening and loss of retention  

of prostheses.68  Poorly controlled diabetes (HBA1c > 8),70,71 unstable periodontal disease,72 

apical disease,73 smoking (including e-cigarettes) and tobacco use,74 are associated with 

higher biological complication rates and risk of implant failure.  Patients on intravenous 

bisphosphonates should also not normally be considered for implant treatment because of 

the higher known risk of bone necrosis.75   
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Implant failure is rare but has been associated with various local and systemic factors.  

Loss of implants can be categorised as early (before functional loading or restoration) or late  

(following functional loading or restoration).  Factors associated with early implant loss  

include Osteoporosis, Crohn’s Disease, smoking, implant dimensions, and poor bone  

quantity and quality.76  Radiotherapy is associated with late implant failure, whilst implant 

location in the oral cavity is also a factor.  Relevant to SDA concept, higher implant failure 

has been noted in the maxilla compared to the mandible, and in posterior regions compared 

to anterior regions.77  There is no upper age limit for implant placement, but ability to 

undertake daily oral hygiene measures should be considered, especially in geriatric patients 

with reduced mental or physical ability.78  

 

Evidence for restoration of the SDA with implant retained prostheses is very limited.79  It has 

been suggested that treatment with implant supported fixed partial dentures has 

advantages in relation to OHRQoL, when compared to RPDs or no treatment.80  A more 

recent Japanese study has also considered OHRQoL and masticatory performance.  They did 

report improvements in quality of life with implant retained prostheses, but these were not 

significant when compared with removable options.  In relation to objective masticatory 

performance, implant retained prostheses actually provided less benefit than RPDs in 

patients with shortened dental arches.81,82 
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Economic Evaluation 

 

The UK Adult Dental Health Survey highlighted that cost concerns are still a barrier to dental  

attendance in the UK for approximately one quarter of the adult population.16  Listl 

suggested that there is significant income-related inequality in dental service utilization 

among European elderly populations.  The finding that there is a disproportionate 

concentration of access to treatment among the rich elderly corresponds with the well 

documented concept of a socio-economic gradient in oral health.11  Yao et al. demonstrated 

how the predisposition of people on low income in Canada, to emergency dental treatment 

rather than preventative care, is certainly not cost-effective to the public healthcare 

system.83   

 

To date there has been very little research published on the economics of dentistry.  One  

possible explanation for this is that in many countries a privately funded fee per service  

model of dental care predominates.84  Although this model exists in the UK, there is also  

significant public funding in the general dental, community and hospital dental services.  In  

2014, UK government expenditure on dental practices was over £2.8 billion, with  

preventative care accounting for less than a third of this.85  New contracts, with a greater  

emphasis on prevention, have been piloted for the General Dental Services in Northern  

Ireland.  However, given the major expense of curative and rehabilitative dental treatment  

to the National Health Service, greater economic evaluation and scrutiny of existing  

treatment strategies is required. 

 

Drummond has described the different methods of economic evaluation, including cost  
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benefit analysis, cost utility analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis and cost-minimisation  

analysis.86  McPake and Normand have suggested that these techniques should be  

considered as a spectrum, with cost-benefit at one extreme, where benefits are valued,  

through cost-utility, where benefits are measured in a standard unit, to cost-effectiveness,  

where outcomes are measured in natural units.  If outcomes are assumed the same for all  

options, a simple cost-minimisation analysis can be used.87 

 

Within dentistry, model calculations have been used to evaluate cost-effectiveness.  

Pennington et al. evaluated the cost-effectiveness of root canal treatment vs replacement 

with a dental implant, and applied decision analyses methods according to Markov 

modelling.88  This study was part of a systematic review on economic aspects of tooth 

replacement with either dental implants or short-span fixed bridges.  The long-term 

financial economic comparison showed a similar outcome for both.  However, the authors 

concluded that patient factors, such as keeping healthy adjacent teeth unprepared, made 

the implant option more economic.89 

 

There has only been one economic evaluation comparing treatment strategies in patients 

with shortened dental arches.  As part of a randomized controlled clinical trial, McKenna et 

al. conducted a cost-effectiveness analysis comparing elderly patients treated with 

removable partial dentures with those restored to a shortened dental arch using resin 

bonded bridgework.  Treatment effect was measured using changes in OHRQoL.  

Improvements in quality of life exceeded the minimally important clinical difference with 

both treatments, but restoration to a shortened dental arch was more cost-effective.90    
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Section 3: Effectiveness of prosthodontic interventions and survival of 

remaining teeth in adult patients with shortened dental arches – a systematic 

review 
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 Introduction 

 

A recent systematic review concluded that the shortened dental arch concept appears to be 

as feasible as tooth replacement with removable partial dentures, in partially dentate 

patients.91  However, outcome measures were restricted to the impact on oral health 

related quality of life.  Thus, a more comprehensive systematic review of randomised and 

non-randomised controlled trials was conducted to evaluate studies of the effectiveness of 

different tooth replacement strategies in adult patients with shortened dental arches.  

Specifically, the objectives of the review were to determine the survival rates of different 

prosthodontic interventions, the risk of tooth loss with and without prosthodontic 

interventions, and the impact of different tooth replacement strategies on oral-health 

related quality of life (OHRQoL). 
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Protocol 

 

In advance of conducting a systematic review and meta-analysis, a protocol was developed 

in accordance with the guidelines of the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review 

and Meta-analyses Protocols (PRISMA-P)92, and registered with the International 

Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO CRD42017064851).  This protocol 

was published in advance and is outlined below. 

 

Eligibility Criteria 

Studies will be selected according to the criteria outlined below 

 

Types of studies 

We will include studies that used an experimental or observational design: 

• randomized controlled trials (RCTs); 

• cluster RCTs; 

• non-randomized controlled trials (NRCTs); 

• controlled before-and-after studies (CBAs) – non-randomized controlled studies in 

which observations are made before and after the implementation of an 

intervention, both in a group that receives the intervention and in a control group 

that does not; 

• interrupted time series studies (ITSs) 
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An initial scoping review and the expertise of the review team suggest that It is appropriate 

to include observational studies as relatively few randomized trials have addressed 

questions about the effects of interventions. 

 

Types of participants 

Partially dentate male and female adults (18 years or older) will be included.  Individuals 

must have between 4 and 10 functional maxillary and / or mandibular teeth to be eligible.   

 

Types of interventions 

The following prosthodontic interventions will be eligible:  

• Acrylic or metal based removable partial dentures (including those with precision 

attachments);  

• Conventional or resin bonded bridgework (including cantilever and fixed – fixed 

designs); 

• Implant supported crown or bridgework 

The comparator will be no intervention or different interventions (‘head-to-head’) 

 

Types of outcomes 

 

Primary outcomes 

The primary outcomes of the effectiveness of prosthodontic interventions will be measured 

in terms of: 

• Survival of prosthodontic interventions (mean follow-up of 5 years or more) 

• Survival of remaining teeth (mean follow-up of 5 years or more) 
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• Change in OHRQoL using validated self-reported measures (mean follow-up of 1 year 

or more) 

 

Secondary Outcomes 

We will collect other relevant outcome measures including the following: 

• Biological complications (dental caries, periodontal / peri-implant disease, loss of 

tooth vitality, coronal / root fracture) 

• Technical complications (loss of retention, fracture / deformation, abutment / screw 

fracture / loosening) 

 

Search methods for identification of studies 

 

Electronic searches 

In consultation with the authors, specific search strategies will be created by a health 

services librarian with expertise in systematic reviewing.  A copy of the MEDLINE search 

strategy is available in Appendix 1.  We will adapt the MEDLINE strategy for other databases 

and translate MeSH terms to the controlled vocabularies of those databases as appropriate.  

We will publish all search strategies used in the review.  All databases will be searched from 

inception to the date of the search. 

 

We will search the following databases for primary studies: 

• MEDLINE, 1980 to present, In-Process and other non-indexed citations, Ovid SP; 

• Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL); 

• Embase, 1980 to present, Ovid SP; 
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We will search the following trial registries: 

• International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (ICTRP), World Health Organization 

(WHO); 

• ClinicalTrials.gov, US National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

 

We will also conduct a grey literature search, using the OpenSIGLE database, to identify 

studies not indexed in the databases listed above. 

 

Searching other resources 

To ensure literature saturation, we will review reference lists of included studies or reviews 

identified through the search.  Where necessary, we will also contact the authors of eligible 

studies and researchers with expertise relevant to the review topic.  Authors of relevant 

studies will be contacted and asked to provide additional data relevant to the review.  All 

strategies used, including a list of sources screened and relevant reviews / primary studies 

reviewed, will be provided in appendices.   

 

Data Collection and analysis 

 

Selection of studies 

Two independent reviewers (CML and CM) will screen the titles and abstracts identified by 

the electronic searches in duplicate.  Full reports will be obtained for all titles that appear to 

meet the inclusion criteria or where there is uncertainty.  Additional information from study 

authors will be requested where necessary.  Disagreements between reviewers will be 
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resolved by discussion, and one of two arbitrators (GMK or MD) will adjudicate unresolved 

disagreements.  The reasons for excluding trials will be recorded in the table ‘Characteristics 

of excluded studies’.  We will include, and report characteristics of, studies in the review 

irrespective of whether measured outcome data are reported in a ‘usable’ way.  Studies that 

meet the inclusion criteria will be included and described in the ‘Characteristics of included 

studies’ table, even if they do not report usable result.  We will document the selection 

process in sufficient detail to complete a PRISMA flow chart93 and a table of ‘Characteristics 

of excluded studies’. 

 

Data extraction and management 

 

We will extract data from included studies and assess their risk of bias.  Two review authors 

(CML and CM) will extract data from each included study independently and in duplicate 

using a tool developed for the review.  We will resolve differences by discussion and, if 

necessary, arbitration by a third person.  For each study with more than one control or 

comparison group for the intervention, we will extract the results for each intervention arm.  

We will not double count data within a meta-analysis and we will combine groups to create 

single pairwise comparisons as appropriate.  For each study, we will record the following 

data: 

• year of publication, country of origin and source of study funding; 

• details of the participants, including demographic characteristics and criteria for 

inclusion; 

• details of the study design; 

• comparisons and co-interventions 
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• details of the outcomes assessed, including method of assessment and adverse 

outcomes 

• duration of follow-up and assessment of time-points 

 

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies 

 

Two review authors (CML and CM) will independently assess risk of bias for each 

randomized controlled study using the criteria outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for 

Systematic Reviews of Interventions94.  Domains covered will include: 

• sequence generation 

• allocation concealment 

• blinding 

• incomplete outcome data  

• selective outcome reporting 

 

We will judge each potential source of bias as ‘unclear’, ‘low risk’ or ‘high risk’, and provide 

justification in the ‘Risk of bias’ table.  The methodological quality of included non-

randomized studies will be assessed using the Newcastle-Ottawa scale95 for cohort studies.  

Domains covered will include selection, comparability and outcome. 

 

Measures of treatment effect 

 

For dichotomous outcomes (survival of prostheses at time X, tooth survival at time X, 

biological / technical complications) the odds ratio (and 95% confidence interval) will be 
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extracted from each study, before and after adjustment for any baseline differences (using 

logistic regression).  Time to failure of prostheses or remaining teeth will be compared 

between intervention and control, by calculating hazard ratios (and 95% confidence 

intervals).  For continuous outcomes (OHRQoL) the difference in mean change (and 95% 

confidence intervals) will be extracted.  These mean differences will be pooled across 

studies using weighted mean differences or standardized mean differences, if different 

measurement scales are used.  A sensitivity analysis will be included to test the robustness 

of results by excluding the contribution of studies with an overall high/unclear risk of bias.  

 

Unit of analysis issues 

 

All included studies will be assessed to determine the unit of randomization or selection and 

whether this is consistent with the unit of analysis.  

 

Dealing with missing data 

 

To facilitate any meta-analysis, where possible treatment estimates based upon multiple 

imputation will be used. 

 

Assessment of heterogeneity 

 

We will assess the significance of any discrepancies in the estimates of the treatment effects 

from the different studies by means of Cochrane’s test for heterogeneity (Chi-squared test), 

where P<0.1 will be considered significant.  We will use the I2 statistic, which describes the 
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percentage total variation across studies that is due to heterogeneity rather than chance, to 

quantify heterogeneity, where an I2 statistic over 50% may represent substantial 

heterogeneity.94 

 

Assessment for reporting biases 

 

If there are > 10 studies included in any meta-analysis, the potential for publication bias will 

be explored using funnel plots to evaluate asymmetry.94 

 

Data synthesis  

 

Expert statistical advice will be sought before undertaking any meta-analyses.  If studies are 

sufficiently homogenous in terms of design and comparator, meta-analyses will be 

conducted using a fixed or random-effects model.  If tests of heterogeneity are not 

significant, each outcome will be combined and calculated using the fixed effects model.  If 

statistical heterogeneity is observed (I2 >50% or P<0.1), the random effects model will be 

chosen.  If heterogeneity is substantial, a meta-analysis will not be performed and a 

narrative, qualitative summary will be done. 

 

Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity 

 

Subgroup comparisons are by their nature observational and so subject to bias.  If there are 

sufficient studies, we will aim to carry out subgroup analyses to assess clinical 

heterogeneity, on the following basis: 
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• Patient characteristics (age, sex, number of teeth) 

• Intervention type 

• Setting (General Dental Services, Hospital Dental Services, Community Dental 

Services) 

• Study design 

 

We will only undertake meta-analyses if there are studies of similar comparisons reporting 

the same outcome measures. 

 

Discussion 

 

We will use summary tables to present the findings for the main comparisons in the review, 

to interpret the results and draw conclusions about the effects of different interventions, 

including the size of the effects and certainty of evidence.  The quality of evidence for all 

outcomes (head-to-head comparisons) will be judged using the GRADE system. Factors 

considered will include study design, bias, inconsistency and level of precision.  Quality will 

be adjudicated as high (further research is unlikely to change our confidence in the estimate 

of effect), moderate, low, or very low (very uncertain about the estimate of effect).  This 

review will assess the body of evidence for clinical decision making in patients with SDA and 

reduced dentitions, by comparing the effectiveness of different tooth replacement 

strategies.  Additionally, by including subjective qualitative outcomes, such as OHRQoL, it 

will assess the influence of patients in this decision making.  With evidence of income 

related barriers to oral healthcare for many older adults11, the results will help to inform 
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subsequent cost-effectiveness analyses.  This review will also help to identify areas of 

further research and hopefully inform future healthcare policy. 
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Methods 

 

The published protocol informed the methods of analysis and inclusion criteria, and the 

review was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Preferred Reporting Items 

for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA)93.   

 

The electronic databases of MEDLINE, CENTRAL, Embase and the grey literature database of 

OpenSIGLE were searched for primary studies conducted in the period from 1980 to and 

including 1st November 2017.  The OVID interface (MEDLINE, Embase) search strategy was 

adapted for CENTRAL as appropriate.  The trial registries of the World Health Organisation 

(ICTRP) and US National Institutes of Health (ClinicalTrials.gov) were also searched.  

Reference lists of included studies or reviews identified through the search were reviewed 

for any further eligible studies.  All searches were restricted to articles published in the 

English language. 

 

Two review authors (CML and CM) extracted data from each included study independently 

and in duplicate using a data collection sheet developed for the review.  Any differences 

were resolved by discussion and, where necessary, arbitration by a third person (GMK).  For 

each study the following data was recorded: year of publication, country of origin, funding; 

participants; study design; outcomes. 
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Results 

 

Study selection 

 

Two independent review authors (CML and CM) screened all titles and abstracts identified 

by the electronic searches.  Full reports were obtained for all titles that appeared to meet 

the inclusion criteria or where there was uncertainty. Disagreements between reviewers 

were resolved by discussion, and a third reviewer (GMK) was available for resolution of any 

differences.  As described in the PRISMA flow diagram (Fig. 3), the search strategy identified 

112 potentially relevant publications; 22 from Medline (OVID), 54 from EMBASE (OVID), 35 

from CENTRAL, one from the authors’ knowledge of the subject area, and none from 

OpenSIGLE.  After 32 duplicates were identified, 80 titles and abstracts were screened by 

both reviewers independently.  Inter-rater reliability was assessed using the Kappa statistic, 

with substantial agreement between the reviewers – K = 0.68 (95% CI 0.51, 0.85). Following 

discussion, and arbitration by the third reviewer, 60 of these citations were excluded.  

Subsequently, twenty full text articles were retrieved and screened.  From this, ten studies 

were eligible for inclusion in this systematic review.  The main characteristics of each 

included study are presented in Table 1.  Full reports that were excluded are presented in 

Table 2. 
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Figure 3 PRISMA flow diagram for studies retrieved through search and selection process 
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 Setting Participants Age Country Interventions Outcomes Follow-

up 

Budzt-Jorgensen et al. 

(1990)33 

DS 53 61-83  Denmark SDA / FPD 

RPD 

Intervention Survival 

Biological / technical 

complications 

5 years 

Wolfart et al. (2005)96 DS 30 >35 Germany SDA / FPD 

RPD 

OHRQoL 1 year 

Thomason et al. 

(2007)39 

DH 60 39-81 UK SDA / RBB 

RPD 

Intervention Survival 5 years 

Gerritsen et al. 

(2013)26 

DS 59 Mean ages: 37.8 

(11.2), 31.7 (8.0), 

40.0 (9.7) 

Netherlands SDA / FPD 

CDA 

RPD 

Tooth Survival 

Biological / technical 

complications 

27 – 35 

years 

Gerritsen et al. 

(2013)27 

DS 59 Mean ages: 37.8 

(11.2), 31.7 (8.0), 

40.0 (9.7) 

Netherlands SDA / FPD 

CDA 

RPD 

Tooth Survival 

Biological / technical 

complications 

 

27 - 35 

years 

Walter et al. (2013)64 DS / DH 152 >35 Germany SDA / FPD 

RPD 

Tooth Survival 5 years 

Wolfart et al. (2014)43 DS / DH 152 >35 Germany SDA / FPD 

RPD 

OHRQoL 5 years 

Wolfart et al. (2012)38 DS / DH 152 >35 Germany  SDA / FPD 

RPD 

Biological / technical 

complications 

5 years 

Walter et al. (2014)37 DS / DH 152 >35 Germany SDA / FPD 

RPD 

Biological 

complications 

5 years 

McKenna et al. 

(2015)42 

DS / DH 132 >65 Ireland SDA / RBB 

RPD 

OHRQoL 1 year 

 

DS=Dental School; DH=Dental Hospital; SDA=Shortened Dental Arch; FPD=Fixed partial 

denture; RPD=Removable partial denture; RBB=Resin Bonded Bridge 

Table 1 Characteristics of included studies 
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Study Reason for exclusion 

Baba et al. (2008)97 Study of cross-sectional design with no intervention 

comparison and follow-up 

Degidi et al. (2003)98 Study did not define number of missing teeth and there was 

no shortened dental arch subgroup for survival results 

Fueki et al. (2015)81 Included participants with greater than 10 teeth in study 

arch (2 – 12 missing occlusal units)  

Goshima et al. (2009)99 Study only presented results with 1 month follow-up 

Jepson et al. (2003)57 Study did not present a validated oral health related quality 

of life outcome 

Mc Kenna et al. (2014)90 Study presented data on oral health related quality of life 

contained in included study 

McKenna et al. (2013)100 Study only presented results with 1 month follow-up 

Sasse et al. (2014)65 Mean observation period of study was less than 5 years 

Schmitt et al. (2011)101 Study did not define number of missing teeth or age of 

participants 

Weibrich et al. (2001)102 Maximum observation period of study less than 5 years and 

there was no shortened dental arch subgroup for survival 

results 

 

Table 2 Characteristics of excluded studies 
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An initial evaluation of the included papers showed considerable heterogeneity in study 

populations, interventions and outcome measures.  Despite clinical heterogeneity, a meta-

analysis was undertaken for the outcome ‘survival of prosthodontic interventions’.  This was 

not considered appropriate for other outcomes, and therefore a descriptive manner of data 

presentation was used.  

 

Study populations 

 

Budtz-Jorgensen and Isidor33 followed 53 patients at the Royal Dental College, Aarhaus, 

Denmark, who had complete maxillary dentures opposed by partially dentate mandibles.  

Twenty-five of these were male and twenty-eight were female.  Mean ages in the study 

groups were 69.7 years (range 61 – 83) and 68.3 years (range 61 – 81), whilst the mean 

number of mandibular teeth in each group was 6.9 (SD 1.7) and 7.5 (1.7).  In the 

Netherlands, Gerritsen et al.26,27, analysed the records of 59 patients participating in a 

prospective observational cohort study at the Nijmegen Dental School.  Of these patients, 

twenty-one were male and thirty-eight were female.  The study cohort comprised patients 

with shortened dental arches in at least one jaw (intact anterior dentitions and 3-4 posterior 

occluding pairs), shortened dental arches extended by removable partial dentures and a 

control group with complete dental arches.  The average ages at baseline in the respective 

groups were 37.8 years (SD 11.2), 31.7 years (SD 8.0) and 40.0 years (SD 9.7).   

 

Thomason et al.39 recruited 60 patients at Newcastle Dental Hospital, United Kingdom, who 

had a maximum of eight remaining mandibular teeth, excluding molars.  Twenty-five of 

these patients were male and thirty-five female, with a median age of 67 years (range 39 – 
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81).  In a pilot study, Wolfart et al.96 recruited 30 patients at a German dental school who 

were also missing molars in one jaw, and at least one canine and one premolar present 

bilaterally.  There was equal recruitment of males and females, with a mean age of 62 years.  

In the subsequent multi-centre randomized controlled trial, Wolfart et al.38,43 and Walter et 

al.37,64 studied 152 patients from fourteen dental schools in Germany.  Inclusion criteria for 

remaining teeth was as for the pilot phase of the study.96  Allocated study groups had mean 

ages of 60.4 years (SD 10.6) and 59.6 years (SD 10.4), with 70 males and 82 females 

participating.  Most recently McKenna et al.42 recruited 132 patients from a university 

dental hospital and a geriatric day hospital in the Republic of Ireland.  Recruitment was 

restricted to patients over 65 years seeking tooth replacement, who had a minimum of 6 

remaining natural teeth in both arches of good prognosis.  Neither the specific age profile or 

gender of the participants was reported. 

 

Interventions 

 

All of the included studies investigated removable partial dentures as an intervention in a 

study arm.26,27,33,37-39,42,43,64,96  Conventional cobalt chrome metal frameworks were provided 

for patients in three of the studies33,39,42, whilst removable partial dentures in the pilot 

phase and subsequent multicentre randomized controlled trial in Germany were retained by 

precision attachments. 37,38,43,64,96  Specific design features of removable partial dentures 

were not reported by Gerritsen et al.26,27  All of the studies also investigated fixed tooth 

replacement to at least a shortened dental arch, if not already present.  Cantilever fixed 

partial dentures were used to restore patients in one arm of the German study. 37,38,43,64,96   

Budtz-Jorgensen investigated fixed partial dentures retained by pins and boxes, with single 
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and double abutment and pontic designs up to ten units.33  In the studies by McKenna et al. 

and Thomason et al.39,42, more minimally invasive resin bonded bridges were investigated, 

whilst Gerritsen et al.26,27 included a third control group of patients with complete dental 

arches for comparison.   Intervention with implant supported crown or bridgework was not 

analyzed by any of the included studies. 

 

Outcome measures 

 

Two studies assessed survival of prosthodontic interventions after 5 years.  Budtz-Jorgensen 

and Isidor33 reported number of prosthesis failures whilst Thomason et al.39 reported 

survival probability and compared interventions using hazard ratios.  Survival of remaining 

teeth was analyzed in four studies but outcome measures varied.  Budtz-Jorgensen and 

Isidor33 reported the number of tooth extractions in each study group over a 5-year follow-

up period. Gerritsen et al. reported cumulative survival and hazard ratios for tooth loss with 

a mean follow up of 27.4 – 35 years26, whilst a separate analysis reported the rate of tooth 

loss27.  Walter et al. reported survival probability for tooth loss in both jaws, the study jaw 

and in relation to most posterior teeth at 5 years64.  Three studies provided data on changes 

in oral health related quality of life (OHRQoL).  Wolfart et al. measured changes using the 

OHIP-49 questionnaire in a pilot study over 12 months96, and subsequently used the same 

measure in a multi-centre trial with 5-year follow-up43.  More recently, Mc Kenna at al. used 

OHIP-14 questionnaires to assess the impact of treatments over a 12-month period42.  

Several studies reported different secondary outcomes over a minimum follow-up period of 

5 years.  Outcome measures included cumulative survival and hazard ratios for first 
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restorative interventions, rate of restorative interventions, changes in periodontal indices, 

incidence of caries and number of treatments for biological and technical reasons.26,27,33,37,38, 

 

Quality assessment 

 

Cochrane risk of bias94 assessments were undertaken of each randomized controlled trial 

report included.  These are presented in Table 3, and a summary of the overall quality of 

these studies is shown in Fig. 4.  The quality of three included non-randomized, non-

interventional studies was assessed using the Newcastle Ottawa Scale95 protocol.  Of these, 

the study by Budtz-Jorgensen33 was assessed as being of the best quality, earning 8 out of 9 

stars for cohort studies.  The cohort studies by Gerritsen et al. earned 627 and 726 stars 

respectively, across the domains of selection, comparability and outcome. 
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 Thomason 

et. al 

(2007) 

Walter 

et. al 

(2013) 

Walter 

et. al 

(2014) 

Wolfart 

et. al 

(2005) 

Wolfart 

et. al 

(2014) 

Wolfart 

et. al 

(2012) 

McKenna 

et. al 

(2015) 

Sequence 

generation 

Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk 

Allocation 

sequence 

concealment 

Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk 

Blinding of 

personnel 

Low risk High risk  High risk  High risk High risk High risk  High risk 

Blinding of 

outcome 

assessment 

Low risk Low risk  High risk Low risk  Low risk  High risk Low risk  

Incomplete 

outcome data 

Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk 

Selective 

reporting 

Unclear 

risk 

Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk Low risk  

 

Table 3 Assessment of risk of bias (randomized controlled trials) 
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Figure 4 Summary of risk of bias (randomized controlled trials) 

 

Conclusions of included studies 

 

Survival of prosthodontic interventions 

 

Thomason et. al39 reported survival probabilities of approximately 25% for removable 

partial dentures and 70% for resin bonded bridges at 5 years.  Resin bonded bridges had a 

slightly lower hazard rate, but the difference was not statistically significant (Hazard ratio = 

0.59; 95% CI 0.27, 1.29).  Significantly, patients in the resin bonded bridge group also 

required less treatment intervention at follow-up appointments (39/175) compared with 

the removable partial denture group (78/175).  Accepting a loss of power in the study, the 

authors concluded that the greater need for maintenance in the RPD group, the reported 

advantages of resin bonded bridges34,57 and the absence of significant differences in 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Selective reporting (reporting bias)

Incomplete outcome data (attrition bias)

Blinding of outcome assessment (detection bias)

Blinding of participants / personnel (performance
bias)

Allocation concealment (selection bias)

Random sequence generation (selection bias)

Low risk of bias Unclear risk of bias High risk of bias
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survival, offers positive support for the use of resin bonded bridges in restoring shortened 

lower dental arches of elderly persons.  Previously, Budtz-Jorgensen at el.33 also concluded 

that treatment with distally extending cantilevered fixed partial dentures is a favourable 

alternative to treatment with RPDs in elderly patients.  There were relatively more failures 

in the removable partial denture group (10/26) than in the fixed partial denture group 

(8/41) over the 5 year period, but no statistical analysis was undertaken.  The meta-analysis 

of this outcome measure is presented in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5 Meta-analysis of Survival of prosthodontic interventions 

 

Survival of remaining teeth 

 

In their prospective cohort study, Budtz-Jorgensen and Isidor33 reported more extractions in 

the RPD study group (11) than in the fixed partial denture group (1) during 5 year follow-up.  

However, as with prostheses survival, no statistical analysis was undertaken.  When 

comparing shortened dental arches with and without removable partial dentures, Gerritsen 

et al.27 found no significant difference in cumulative survival of remaining anterior or 

premolar teeth.  However, the authors concluded that patients with a shortened dental arch 

had an increased risk of losing premolar teeth, as the hazard ratio was statistically 

significant when compared to the complete dental arch group.  In a further analysis, 
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Gerritsen et al.26 reported no statistically significant difference in the per year risk of tooth 

loss between the shortened dental arch groups with or without removable partial dentures.  

However, they concluded that replacement of absent posterior teeth by free end removable 

partial dentures cannot be recommended as it seems to be associated with a less favourable 

clinical course.  Walter et al.64 also found no significant differences in survival probability at 

5 years for first tooth loss in both jaws, the study jaw or in relation to most posterior teeth, 

with or without removable partial dentures.  These results are presented in Table 4. 

 

  SDA + RPD SDA  CDA 

Walter et al. 

(2013) 

 

Cumulative 

Survival 

Probability at 5 

years (95% CI) 

First tooth loss 0.74  

(0.64, 0.84) 

First tooth loss 0.74  

(0.63, 0.85) 

- 

Gerritsen et 

al. (2013) 

Hazard Ratio 

(95% CI) 

Anterior teeth 1.62 

(0.29, 9.06); 

Premolar teeth 1.21 

(0.61, 2.43) 

Reference group Anterior teeth 0.22 

(0.03, 1.47); 

Premolar teeth 0.13 

(0.05, 0.32) 

Gerritsen et 

al. (2013) 

Extractions per 

year (Mean (SD)) 

Upper jaw 0.12 

(0.12); Lower jaw 

0.06 (0.10) 

Upper jaw 0.06 (0.08); 

Lower jaw 0.05 (0.10) 

Upper jaw 0.03 

(0.03); Lower jaw 

0.03 (0.03) 

 

SDA=Shortened Dental Arch; RPD=Removable partial denture; CDA=Complete Dental Arch 

Table 4 Survival of remaining teeth 
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Changes in Oral Health Related Quality of Life 

 

In Germany, Wolfart et al.96,43 compared the impact on OHRQoL for patients with and 

without removable partial dentures.  Both a pilot study96 and subsequent multicentre 

randomized controlled trial43, concluded that both treatment concepts showed a similar 

improvement in OHRQoL, with no significant differences between the treatment groups.  

The multicentre study did note a slightly longer adaptation period in the removable partial 

denture group, with improvements in OHRQoL continuing until 1 year post-insertion.  In 

contrast, McKenna et al.42 concluded that treatment based on the SDA concept achieved 

significantly better results than that based on RPDs, in terms of impact on OHRQoL.  These 

results were seen in both a dental hospital and geriatric day hospital setting, 12 months 

after treatment intervention.   

 

 Pre-treatment / Baseline 12 months 

SDA + RPD SDA SDA + RPD SDA 

Wolfart et al. 

(2005) 

 

OHIP-49 score 

(Median (IQ 

range)) 

43.5 (18 - 112) 31.8 (26 - 66) 14.7 (9 - 20) 8.3 (5 - 43) 

Wolfart et al. 

(2014) 

38.0 (14.0 - 

67.0) 

40.0 (18.0 - 

69.0) 

13.0 (6.0 - 35.0) 15.5 (6.0 - 

39.0) 

McKenna et al. 

(2015) 

OHIP-14 score 

(Mean (SD)) 

11.5 (4.7) 12.0 (5.5) 5.8 (3.5) 4.0 (2.6) 

 

SDA=Shortened Dental Arch; RPD=Removable partial denture 
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Table 5 Changes in Oral Health Related Quality of Life 

Biological and Technical Complications 

 

Budtz-Jorgensen and Isidor33, when comparing FPDs to RPDs, concluded that generally the 

need for dental and prosthetic follow-up treatment was more pronounced in the RPD group 

than in the FPD group.  Fifty-seven carious lesions were observed in the RPD group 

compared with 10 lesions in the FPD group, although again statistical analysis was not 

undertaken.  They also noted no progression of periodontal disease adjacent to the 

abutment teeth in any of the groups.  Walter et al.37 did find statistically significant although 

minor detrimental effects of RPDs on periodontal health, when compared to patients 

restored to a fixed premolar occlusion.  Overall, small significant differences were noted in 

plaque indices, bleeding indices, clinical attachment loss and probing pocket depths in distal 

sites of the posterior most teeth associated with prostheses.  However, the authors 

concluded that these small negative effects do not justify a rejection of RPDs when they are 

indicated.  From the same German study, Wolfart et al.38 found statistically significant 

differences in treatment for technical reasons over the 5-year follow-up.  24% of patients in 

the RDP group needed treatment compared with 8% in the SDA group (p=0.01).  In the 

analysis by Gerritsen et al.27, the authors concluded that wearing a RPD in SDA subjects did 

not increase the risk of receiving a first-time restoration.  However, SDA subjects did have 

an increased risk of receiving a first-time restoration in anterior and premolar teeth 

compared to complete dental arch subjects.  In a separate analysis26, they also found no 

statistically significant difference in the per year risk of direct, indirect restorations or 

endodontic treatments, between the shortened dental arch groups with or without 

removable partial dentures. 
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Discussion 

 

Ten articles were included in this systematic review.  Of these, four were analyses of 

different outcomes from a multicentre randomized controlled trial in Germany, whilst one 

study was the pilot phase for this trial.  Two further randomized controlled trials were 

included from the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland.  The remaining articles were 

reports of prospective cohort studies from Denmark and the Netherlands.   

 

Only two studies considered the survival of prosthodontic interventions in adult patients 

with shortened dental arches after a minimum follow-up period of 5 years.  This time period 

was chosen as it has been used in other systematic reviews investigating indirect 

prostheses.53,67,68,  However, it is accepted some clinicians may argue that such a period is 

too short to obtain reliable information on survival and complication rates.103  Both studies 

compared cantilever bridgework to removable partial dentures.  Meta-analysis (Figure 4) 

showed statistically significant better survival for cantilever bridgework.  However this 

should be interpreted with caution, due to the noted clinical heterogeneity between these 

studies.  All patients in the study by Budtz-Jorgensen and Isidor (1990)33 had maxillary 

complete dentures and more invasive bridge designs were used in the mandible.  

Restorations were also cemented with a luting cement (Zinc Phosphate) and therefore, the 

data may not reflect the performance of more contemporary resin bonded materials.  

Thomason et al. (2007)39 did use more contemporary resin bonding techniques and single 

abutments wherever possible.  Such techniques for cantilever resin bonded bridges are 

associated with relatively high survival rates46, in comparison with removable partial 
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dentures at 5 and 10 years.104  This study failed to detect a statistically significant difference 

in time to survival between the two treatment groups, although the RPD group required 

significantly more treatment interventions and maintenance at follow-up appointments.  

Again these findings should be interpreted with caution, as the small sample size and 

relatively high drop-out (15 patients) is likely to have resulted in loss of power and ability to 

show any true difference between the interventions.  The German multicentre study also 

reported more maintenance for technical reasons in the RPD group38, although they were 

retained by precision attachments, which would not be standard practice in the United 

Kingdom.  In addition, they reported significant but minor detrimental effects of RPDs on 

periodontal health.37  Previous studies have shown increased plaque and gingivitis, 

particularly at abutment teeth, and these results may reflect the less hygienic, more 

complex design used.  However, there is no clear evidence that RPDs increase the risk of 

periodontitis.31   

 

Tooth loss was considered in four of the included studies.  Budtz-Jorgensen and Isidor 

(1990)33 reported more extractions in the RPD group than the FPD group.  However, it was 

suggested that several of these teeth could have been retained if patients had been willing 

to accept more costly further treatment.  This highlights how cost, amongst other factors, 

can be a barrier to treatment and cause inequality in dental service utilisation11,16.  Gerritsen 

et al. (2013)26,27, in separate analyses of a prospective cohort study, reported that for 

patients with shortened dental arches, wearing removable partial dentures had no 

significant impact on cumulative survival of remaining teeth or risk of tooth loss.  However, 

when compared to a third group of patients with complete dental arches, cumulative 

survival of premolar teeth in patients with shortened dental arches was significantly lower.  
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Again, these results must be interpreted with caution due to the small sample size, and no 

detail of possible confounding variables such as previous caries status, smoking, diet or oral 

hygiene.  The multicentre RCT in Germany also found no significant difference in cumulative 

survival at 5 years for tooth loss in each study group.64  In general, these findings are 

consistent with the understanding of tooth loss as a multifactorial outcome that is difficult 

to predict.17,105    

 

It is recognised that purely clinical indicators are insufficient when assessing treatment 

outcomes.  For treatment plans to meet patient preferences and needs, the gap between 

the clinican’s and patient’s view of clinical reality must be narrowed.  Many subjective 

patient reported outcome measures (PROMS) have been developed, but few are used 

routinely at the point of care.106  Wolfart et al. (2005, 2014)43,96 and McKenna et al. (2015)42 

used different versions of the oral health impact profile (OHIP) to assess changes in oral 

health related quality of life (OHRQoL) in their randomized controlled trials.  This is a widely 

reported and validated tool107-109, with versions including 49 item (OHIP-49) and 14 item 

(OHIP-14) questionnaires.  There is strong evidence that tooth loss is associated with 

impairment in OHRQoL, however, the prevalence of negative impacts increases significantly 

when the number of occluding pairs of teeth drops below ten.6  McKenna et al. (2015)42 

found that treatment according to the SDA concept resulted in significantly better mean 

OHIP-14 scores compared with RPD treatment, in both a dental hospital and geriatric day 

hospital setting.  Contemporary standardised protocols were used for provision of resin 

bonded bridges in the SDA group and cobalt chrome frameworks were provided in the RPD 

group.  In contrast, Wolfart et al. (2005, 2014)43,96 used median OHIP-49 scores in both 

studies, and found no significant differences between the SDA and RPD groups at 12 months 
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or at 5 years.  These findings were similar to a previous UK pilot study, comparing the SDA 

concept with RPDs.  Summary satisfaction scores improved in both groups, but significant 

differences were not established.57 

 

A major limitation of this review is that it was only possible to conduct a meta-analysis using 

two studies for one outcome, and the overall estimate of treatment effect is therefore 

limited.  This reflects the considerable heterogeneity in interventions and outcomes across 

only ten included studies.  Heterogeneity makes it difficult to compare inconsistency, 

indirectness and imprecision across studies.  In general, the quality of studies varied.  This is 

consistent with a previous review of restorative approaches in shortened dental arch 

patients, which graded the overall body of evidence as low.110 In our review, randomization 

was judged to be adequate in all trials. However, for indirect prostheses it is almost 

impossible to blind the clinician or patient from the intervention, whilst blinding of the 

assessor is challenging due to marked differences in the appearance of prostheses.  All but 

one of the included randomized trials were assessed as at high risk of performance bias, but 

lack of blinding was considered unlikely to affect outcomes in the majority of studies.  Both 

the United Kingdom and German multicentre trials experienced significant numbers of 

patients lost to follow-up, and loss of power, whilst the cohort studies also had small sample 

sizes.  Another limitation is that the review was mainly based on studies that were 

conducted in an institutional environment, such as university or hospital-based clinics, and 

therefore lacks external validity.  It is important to note that not all possible prosthodontic 

interventions were considered, with no studies on dental implants included.  Furthermore, 

some of the prosthodontic interventions provided, particularly in the Danish and German 

studies, are much more invasive than would be considered standard practice in the United 
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Kingdom.  All searches included only English-language publications, and this may have 

excluded several additional studies published in other languages.  However, the scoping 

exercise suggested this was unlikely and previous studies111 have found little effect in 

excluding trials published in languages other than English, on combined effect estimates in 

meta-analyses of RCTs.  
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Section 4: Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in adult patients 

with shortened dental arches – a modified Delphi analysis  
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Introduction 

 

The systematic review in Section 3 concluded that there is currently insufficient evidence to 

recommend one tooth replacement strategy over another, in patients with shortened 

dental arches.   

 

The Delphi process is described as a structured group communication process that allows 

clinical experts or other decision-making groups to resolve complex problems with the goal 

of producing useful guidance and opinions for decision makers.112 General characteristics 

include anonymity of responses, multiple iterations with controlled feedback, and statistical 

summaries.113,114 It is suitable for reaching consensus on topics with dissenting opinions, 

uncertainty or absence of evidence.  Therefore, in the absence of such evidence from the 

systematic review, a protocol for a modified Delphi analysis was developed. 

 

The aim of this analysis was to develop consensus from experts in Restorative Dentistry on 

the most appropriate tooth replacement strategies in adult patients with shortened dental 

arches.  Specifically, objectives included: 

- To determine appropriate tooth replacement strategies for adult patients with 10 or 

less functional mandibular teeth 

- To determine what effect a patient’s age has on appropriateness of tooth 

replacement strategy 
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- To determine what effect demographic characteristics of clinicians may have on 

appropriateness of tooth replacement strategy 

 

Ethical Approval 

 

Ethical approval was granted by the Joint Research Ethics Committee, School of Medicine, 

Dentistry and Biomedical Sciences, Queen’s University of Belfast, on 6th March 2018 

(Appendix 2) 

 

Methods 

 

Research Question 

 

Using available evidence and your clinical experience, how appropriate is each tooth 

replacement strategy for the clinical scenario of tooth loss in the mandible (Figures 6 – 10) 

presented? 

 

Figure 6 Missing all mandibular molar teeth 
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Figure 7 Missing one mandibular second premolar and all mandibular molar teeth 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Missing both mandibular second premolar and all mandibular molar teeth 
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Figure 9 Missing one mandibular first premolar, both mandibular second premolars and all 

mandibular molar teeth 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Missing all mandibular premolars and all mandibular molar teeth 
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Eligibility Criteria 

 

For the purposes of this study the following inclusion criteria were applied to the provided 

clinical scenarios: 

- A second premolar to premolar dentition is present in the maxilla 

- Remaining teeth are sound or restorable with direct restorations 

- Class I incisal relationship with remaining teeth in occlusal contact 

- No active periodontal disease 

- Adequate alveolar bone volume for dental implant placement in edentulous areas 

 

Identification of tooth replacement strategies 

 

An initial list of potential tooth replacement strategies from the dental literature is outlined 

below.  This list was included in a pilot study, conducted with seven UK and Ireland based 

specialists in Restorative Dentistry, who were known to the researchers.  This group was 
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asked to review the list of interventions for completeness and terminology.  No  

amendments or additional interventions were suggested by this pilot group. 

No intervention 

Acrylic removable partial denture 

Metal based removable partial denture 

Metal based removable partial denture (with precision attachments) 

Conventional cantilever bridge(s) 

Resin bonded cantilever bridge(s) 

Dental implant supported crown(s) 

Dental implant supported bridges(s) 

Dental implant supported removable partial denture 

Tooth replacement in the maxilla 

 

Participants 

 

UK based specialists in Restorative Dentistry or Prosthodontics, who were members of the 

British Society of Restorative Dentistry, were invited to participate in the Delphi analysis.   

International clinicians, with previous research involvement in study of the shortened dental 

arch concept, were also invited to participate. 

 

Sample Size 
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There is currently no standard method for sample size calculation in Delphi processes, and 

thus a pragmatic approach was taken.115  As large a sample size as possible was recruited to 

allow a meaningful statistical analysis.   

 

Modified Delphi Survey 

 

In the first round the online questionnaire we requested the following information: 

- Place / year of graduation 

- Specialty 

- Job title  

- Scope of practice – Private / NHS / University / CDS 

- Hours of direct clinical care (average per week) 

- Number of research publications  

A unique identifier code allowed identification of individuals completing all rounds of the 

Delphi exercise.   

 

A two-round internet based password-protected Delphi consensus process was conducted, 

using Survey Monkey.  Before each round, external reviewers were invited to participate by 

email.  The emails contained information letters for participants (Appendix 3).  Five clinical 

patterns of tooth loss (Figures 6 -10) were presented to panellists, and using a 9-point Likert 

scale (1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate), they were asked to rate the 

appropriateness of listed tooth replacement strategies in different age categories.  An 

appropriate intervention can be defined as one in which ‘the expected health benefit 

exceeds the expected negative consequences or risks by a sufficiently wide margin that the 
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procedure is worth doing, exclusive of cost’.  Measuring the appropriateness of care is 

motivated by the concern that increasing complexity of care options results in some 

patients not undergoing procedures that they need, and others undergoing procedures that 

they do not need.116,117 

 

Age categories 

 

For each of the clinical scenarios of tooth loss, participants were asked to rate the 

appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in each of the following age-groups: 

- 18 – 64 years old 

- 65 years or older 

These age categories were chosen following feedback from participants of the pilot study. 

 

Data Analysis 

 

The median score was calculated using SPSS for each tooth replacement strategy listed in 

the clinical scenarios in round 1.  Appropriate measures of dispersion (Inter Quartile Range 

(IQR)) were also calculated and these summary statistics, in addition to qualitative 

statements, were presented to participants in Round 2.   

 

After Round 1, interventions were classified into three levels of appropriateness: 

- Appropriate: group median rating of 7-9, with consensus 

- Uncertain: group median rating >3 and <7, or any median without consensus 

- Inappropriate: group median rating of 1-3, with consensus 
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A universally agreed proportion for consensus in the Delphi technique does not exist.  Levels 

in the literature range from 51- 80%,118 and we used 70% as the consensus level.  To reach 

consensus that an intervention is appropriate or inappropriate, the vast majority of the 

group should agree, and only a small minority should disagree.  In this study, for an 

intervention to be considered appropriate, with consensus, > 70% of participants must have 

rated the intervention as 7-9, and < 15% rated the intervention as 1-3.  Conversely, for an 

intervention to be considered inappropriate, with consensus, > 70% of participants must 

have rated the intervention as 1-3, and < 15% rate the intervention as 7-9.  This is somewhat 

subjective but was set a priori so to reduce any bias in results.   

 

Interventions classified as inappropriate with consensus were discarded after Round 1.  

Interventions classified as appropriate were accepted with consensus, and did not require 

further rating in Round 2. 

 

Demographic characteristics were also analysed using SPSS and summarised using simple 

descriptive statistics (e.g. proportions and frequencies, means and standard deviations, 

medians and interquartile ranges as appropriate).   
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Results 

 

Study participants  

 

Thirty-one external reviewers agreed to participate, following distribution of information 

about the modified Delphi survey to BSRD members and international clinicians, with 

previous research involvement in study of the shortened dental arch concept.  Of the thirty-

one participants who were sent the electronic link, twenty participants completed the 

modified Delphi survey in Round 1.  Thirteen (65%) of these participants were based in the 

United Kingdom, with the remaining seven participants based in the Republic of Ireland, 

Brazil, Singapore and Switzerland.  All UK based participants were registered with the 

General Dental Council as specialists in either Prosthodontics or Restorative Dentistry.  All 
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international participants were employed by academic institutions at either professor, 

associate professor or senior lecturer level.   

 

All participants had at least ten years post-graduate experience, with the median time from 

graduation twenty-two years (inter-quartile range 12.5 – 27.5 years).  Ten participants (50%) 

stated that their main scope of practice (Fig. 11) was within the Hospital Dental Service.  Of 

the remaining participants, 30% were primarily employed by universities and 20% were 

based in private referral practice. 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Main scope of practice of participants 

 

As illustrated in Figure 12 most participants (80%) reported that they were engaged in direct 

clinical care of patients between 11 – 40 hours per week.  Two participants (10%) undertook 

more than 40 hours per week, and two participants (10%) undertook 10 or less hours per 

week.   
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Figure 12 Direct clinical care undertaken by participants  

 

Figure 13 shows that most participants (60%) were authors on less than twenty peer-

reviewed publications.  Four participants (20%), from academic institutions, had published 

over sixty peer-reviewed articles.   

 

 

Figure 13 Peer-reviewed publications by participants  
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Round 1  

 

In Round 1, four tooth replacement strategies were considered appropriate with consensus, 

and nineteen were considered inappropriate with consensus, by participants.  These results 

are summarised in Table 6. 

 

 

 

Clinical Scenario Age of Patient  Appropriate  Inappropriate 

 

18 – 64 years old - Acrylic RPD 

RPD with precision 

attachments 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

Dental implant 

supported RPD 

 

65 years or older  No intervention Acrylic RPD 

RPD with precision 

attachments 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

18 – 64 years old Dental implant 

supported crown 

Acrylic RPD 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 
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65 years or older - Acrylic RPD 

 

 

18 – 64 years old - RPD with precision 

attachments 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

65 years or older - RPD with precision 

attachments  

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

18 – 64 years old - Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

65 years or older - Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

18 – 64 years old Dental implant 

supported bridges 

No intervention 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 
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65 years or older  Dental implant 

supported bridges 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

Table 6 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies after Round 1 – Summary of 

consensus results  

 

 

Round 1 – Qualitative Data 

 

Comments on prosthesis design or alternative tooth replacement strategies were recorded 

for all clinical scenarios – see Tables 8 – 17.  Some participants had concerns regarding the 

inclusion of ‘tooth replacement in the maxilla’ as a tooth replacement strategy, and there 

was no consensus on the appropriateness of this intervention in all clinical scenarios in 

Round 1.  To avoid confusion for participants, it was decided by the researchers to discard 

this intervention for Round 2. 

 

Round 2 

 

The twenty participants who completed Round 1, were sent the electronic link for Round 2 

of the modified Delphi survey, in addition to their personal ratings and the group summary 

quantitative and qualitative data for each clinical scenario from Round 1.  Of these 

participants, sixteen completed the survey in Round 2 (drop-out rate = 20%). 
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In Round 2, a further nine tooth replacement strategies were considered appropriate with 

consensus, by participants.  Conversely, a further five tooth replacement strategies were 

considered inappropriate with consensus.  Consensus results after Round 1 and 2 are 

summarised in Table 7.   

 

 

 

Clinical Scenario Age of Patient  Appropriate  Inappropriate 

 

18 – 64 years old - Acrylic RPD 

RPD with precision 

attachments 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

Dental implant 

supported RPD 

 

65 years or older  No intervention Acrylic RPD 

RPD with precision 

attachments 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

18 – 64 years old Dental implant 

supported crown 

Acrylic RPD 

RPD with precision 

attachments 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 
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65 years or older - Acrylic RPD 

RPD with precision 

attachments 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

18 – 64 years old Dental implant 

supported crowns 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

RPD with precision 

attachments 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

65 years or older - RPD with precision 

attachments  

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

18 – 64 years old Dental implant 

supported crowns 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

RPD with precision 

attachments 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

65 years or older Dental implant 

supported crowns  

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

 

18 – 64 years old Dental implant 

supported crowns 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

No intervention 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 
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65 years or older  Dental implant 

supported crowns 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

Metal based RPD 

Conventional 

cantilever bridges 

Resin bonded 

cantilever bridges 

 

Table 7 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies after Round 2 – Summary of 

consensus results  

 

 

Overall Results 

 

There was consensus amongst study participants on the appropriateness of thirty-seven 

tooth replacement strategies (37%) across ten clinical scenarios.  Of these, thirteen were 

considered appropriate (13%) and twenty-four were considered inappropriate (24%).  

Combined quantitative and qualitative data from Rounds 1 and 2 are presented for each 

clinical scenario in Tables 8 – 17.  Interventions considered ‘appropriate’ are highlighted in 

green and interventions considered ‘inappropriate’ are highlighted in red.   
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Figure 14 Flow diagram outlining external reviewers’ participation and results 
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 Round 1 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Round 2 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Appropriateness 

(Consensus %) 

No intervention 7.5 (5 – 9) 7 (5.25 – 8) Uncertain 

Acrylic Removable 

Partial Denture 

1.5 (1 – 3) - Inappropriate (85%) 

Metal based 

Removable Partial 

Denture 

3 (2.75 – 5) 4.5 (3 – 7) Uncertain 

Removable Partial 

Denture with 

precision 

attachments 

1 (1 – 4) - Inappropriate (70%) 

Conventional 

Cantilever Bridges 

1 (1 – 2) - Inappropriate (89%) 

Resin bonded 

Cantilever Bridges 

4 (2 – 6) 2.5 (1 – 7) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported crowns 

6 (4 – 7) 6 (5 – 7.25) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

5.5 (2 – 7) 3.5 (2.75 – 4.5) Uncertain 
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Dental implant 

supported 

removable partial 

dentures 

2.5 (1 – 4.25) - Inappropriate (70%) 

Tooth replacement 

in maxilla 

5 (2 – 7) - Uncertain 

Comments on 

prosthesis design or 

alternative tooth 

replacement 

strategies 

- “Implant bridges not necessary when only replacing two 

molar units.  Linked crowns may be appropriate if short 

dental implants placed.   If the patient has a wide smile, 

RBBs with distal cantilever with premolar sized pontic may 

be considered, however occlusal loads likely to be high and 

risk of RBB failure.  Acrylic denture may be appropriate for 

patients with functional difficulties (despite SDA) and who 

want to avoid metalwork show of a cobalt chrome.” 

- “SDA acceptable in this scenario.  If patient wishes to 

replace missing molars would recommend partial cobalt 

chromium dentures in first instance.” 

- “Assumed that the remaining dentition was in good health.  

Not sure what the relevance of the last question is, as no 

detail of the condition of the maxilla was given in the 

scenario.” 

- “Any intervention would depend on the patients functional 

and cosmetic requirements - this dictating any treatment. If 
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*1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate 

Table 8 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in patients aged between 18 – 64 

years old – missing all mandibular molar teeth  

replacing teeth in the mandible for anything but cosmetic 

reasons (unlikely in mandible) the maxillary replacement 

would also be required.” 

- “We are assuming the upper dentition is premolar to 

premolar and basing our mandibular treatment decisions 

on this.  It is confusing to be asked to rate the 

appropriateness of tooth replacement in the maxilla as 

another option.” 

- “Orthodontic distalisation of premolars may be an option” 

- “Answers may depend on caries lesions and / or previous 

restorative treatment of premolars” 

- “Additional maxillary units if aesthetic improvement 

required” 

- “Removable partial denture tooth and mucosa borne 

design” 

- “Patient has SDA in Maxilla - would consider implants in all 

first molar sites appropriate if patient wishes additional 

masticatory function” 

- “For aesthetics and function I would ideally like one more 

unit bilaterally in both arches” 
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 Round 1 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Round 2 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Appropriateness 

(Consensus %) 

No intervention 8 (7.25 – 9) - Appropriate (78%) 

Acrylic Removable 

Partial Denture 

2 (1 – 3) - Inappropriate (79%) 

Metal based 

Removable Partial 

Denture 

4 (3 – 6) 5.5 (3.75 – 7.25) Uncertain 

Removable Partial 

Denture with 

precision 

attachments 

1 (1 – 3) - Inappropriate (74%) 

Conventional 

Cantilever Bridges 

1 (1 – 3) - Inappropriate (84%) 

Resin bonded 

Cantilever Bridges 

5 (2.5 – 6) 2.5 (1 – 6.25) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported crowns 

5 (4.5 – 6.5) 6 (5.75 – 6) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

4 (1 – 6) 4 (2.75 – 6) Uncertain 
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Dental implant 

supported 

removable partial 

dentures 

3 (1 – 4) 3 (1.75 – 4.25) Uncertain 

Tooth replacement 

in maxilla 

3 (1 – 5) - Uncertain 

Comments on 

prosthesis design or 

alternative tooth 

replacement 

strategies 

- “A few factors need to be considered.  What does the 

patient want?  If there are functional problems, then 

extension of the arch to a complete dentition may be 

appropriate.    The condition of the distal abutment teeth 

influences the design of denture or bridge retainer.  Finally, 

the shortened dental arch approach should not be 

characterised as no intervention” 

- “Age would not alter strategy or comments. Any 

intervention would depend on the patients functional and 

cosmetic requirements - this dictating any treatment. If 

replacing teeth in the mandible for anything but cosmetic 

reasons (unlikely in mandible) the maxillary replacement 

would also be required.” 

- “As with younger patients, treatment planning may take 

condition of the premolars into account” 
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*1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate 

Table 9 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in patients aged 65 years or older 

– missing all mandibular molar teeth  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- “Maxillary teeth for aesthetic improvement.  No indication 

to increase number of mandibular units if not increasing 

maxillary units.” 

- “Removable partial denture tooth and mucosa borne 

design” 
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 Round 1 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Round 2 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Consensus (%) 

No intervention 6 (4 – 7) 5 (3 – 7) Uncertain 

Acrylic Removable 

Partial Denture 

2 (1 – 3) - Inappropriate (79%) 

Metal based 

Removable Partial 

Denture 

6 (3 – 6.5) 5.5 (4.5 – 6.25) Uncertain 

Removable Partial 

Denture with 

precision 

attachments 

2 (1 – 4) 2 (1.25 – 3.5) Inappropriate (71%) 

Conventional 

Cantilever Bridges 

1 (1 – 2.75) - Inappropriate (78%) 

Resin bonded 

Cantilever Bridges 

6 (4.5 – 7) 6 (3.25 – 7) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported crowns 

7 (6.5 – 8) - Appropriate (74%) 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

6 (3.5 – 7.5) 6 (3.75 – 7) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported 

3 (2 – 4.5) 3.5 (2.75 – 5.25) Uncertain 
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*1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate 

Table 10 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in patients aged between 18 – 64 

years old – missing one mandibular second premolar and all mandibular molar teeth  

 

 

 

 

 

removable partial 

dentures 

Tooth replacement 

in maxilla 

4 (1.25 – 5.75) - Uncertain 

Comments on 

prosthesis design or 

alternative tooth 

replacement 

strategies 

- “Single resin bonded bridge to replace missing premolar is 

acceptable” 

- “Lower first premolar teeth have such diminutive cusps 

that they are not often suitable for a cantilever resin 

bonded bridge support, unless opposed by a complete 

denture” 

- “Removable partial denture tooth and mucosa borne 

design” 

- “Maintain SDA with implant and consider implants in all 6 

sites” 
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 Round 1 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Round 2 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Consensus (%) 

No intervention 6.5 (4.25 – 8) 6.5 (4.75 – 8) Uncertain 

Acrylic Removable 

Partial Denture 

2 (1 – 3.5) - Inappropriate (74%) 

Metal based 

Removable Partial 

Denture 

5 (3 – 6.5) 6 (5.5 – 7) Uncertain 

Removable Partial 

Denture with 

precision 

attachments 

1 (1 – 4) 1 (1 – 3.5) Inappropriate (71%) 

Conventional 

Cantilever Bridges 

2 (1 – 4) 1.5 (1 - 2.25) Inappropriate (88%) 

Resin bonded 

Cantilever Bridges 

6 (4.5 – 7.5) 4.5 (1.75 – 6.25) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported crowns 

7 (5 – 8) 7 (6 – 7.25) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

5.5 (4 – 6.75) 5 (3 – 6.25) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported 

4 (1.5 – 5.5) 3 (2 – 5.25) Uncertain 
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*1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate 

Table 11 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in patients aged 65 years or older 

– missing one mandibular second premolar and all mandibular molar teeth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

removable partial 

dentures 

Tooth replacement 

in maxilla 

3.5 (1 – 5) - Uncertain 

Comments on 

prosthesis design or 

alternative tooth 

replacement 

strategies 

- “I don't consider that a healthy 65 year-old would be 

different from a younger person - perhaps 75 might make 

me think differently” 

- “Removable partial denture tooth and mucosa borne 

design” 
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 Round 1 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Round 2 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Consensus (%) 

No intervention 5 (2 – 6) 4.5 (2 – 5.25) Uncertain 

Acrylic Removable 

Partial Denture 

3 (1 – 5) 2 (1.75 – 4) Uncertain 

Metal based 

Removable Partial 

Denture 

6 (3.5 – 7) 6.5 (4.75 – 7) Uncertain 

Removable Partial 

Denture with 

precision 

attachments 

2 (1 – 3.5) - Inappropriate (74%) 

Conventional 

Cantilever Bridges 

2 (1 – 3.5) - Inappropriate (74%) 

Resin bonded 

Cantilever Bridges 

7 (4.5 – 8) 6.5 (4 – 7) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported crowns 

8 (6 – 8) 7.5 (6.75 – 8) Appropriate (75%) 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

6 (5.5 – 8) 7 (6.25 – 8) Appropriate (75%) 

Dental implant 

supported 

4 (1 – 6) 5 (2.75 – 6) Uncertain 
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removable partial 

dentures 

Tooth replacement 

in maxilla 

4 (1.25 – 6.5) - Uncertain 

Comments on 

prosthesis design or 

alternative tooth 

replacement 

strategies 

- “Both lower first premolars - if RBBs used, would likely 

need overlap of occlusal surfaces, with aesthetic concerns” 

- “Removable partial denture tooth and mucosa borne 

design” 

 

*1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate 

Table 12 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in patients aged between 18 – 64 

years old – missing both mandibular second premolar and all mandibular molar teeth  
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 Round 1 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Round 2 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Consensus (%) 

No intervention 5 (3 – 7) 5 (4.5 – 7) Uncertain 

Acrylic Removable 

Partial Denture 

2 (1 – 4.5) 2 (1.75 – 5) Uncertain 

Metal based 

Removable Partial 

Denture 

6 (3.5 – 7.5) 6 (5.75 – 7) Uncertain 

Removable Partial 

Denture with 

precision 

attachments 

1 (1 – 3.5) - Inappropriate (74%) 

Conventional 

Cantilever Bridges 

2 (1 – 3.5) - Inappropriate (74%) 

Resin bonded 

Cantilever Bridges 

6 (4.5 – 8) 6.5 (3.25 – 7.25) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported crowns 

7 (5.5 – 8) 7 (6 – 8) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

6 (5 – 7) 6.5 (4.75 – 7) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported 

4 (1.5 – 5.5) 4.5 (3.5 – 5.5) Uncertain 
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*1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate 

Table 13 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in patients aged 65 years or older 

– missing both mandibular second premolar and all mandibular molar teeth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

removable partial 

dentures 

Tooth replacement 

in maxilla 

3.5 (1.25 – 5) - Uncertain 

Comments on 

prosthesis design or 

alternative tooth 

replacement 

strategies 

- “Removable partial denture tooth and mucosa borne 

design” 
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 Round 1 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Round 2 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Consensus (%) 

No intervention 3 (2 – 5.75) 3 (1 – 4.25) Uncertain 

Acrylic Removable 

Partial Denture 

3 (1.5 – 5) 3.5 (1.75 – 4) Uncertain 

Metal based 

Removable Partial 

Denture 

5 (3.5 – 7.5) 6.5 (5.75 – 7.25) Uncertain 

Removable Partial 

Denture with 

precision 

attachments 

2 (1 – 4) 2 (1 – 3.75) Inappropriate (75%) 

Conventional 

Cantilever Bridges 

1 (1 – 2.5) - Inappropriate (79%) 

Resin bonded 

Cantilever Bridges 

4 (2 – 6) 3.5 (1.75 – 5.25) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported crowns 

8 (6 – 9) 7.5 (6.5 – 8) Appropriate (75%) 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

7 (6 – 8.5) 7.5 (6.75 – 8) Appropriate (75%) 

Dental implant 

supported 

5 (2 – 6.5) 5 (4.75 – 6.25) Uncertain 
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removable partial 

dentures 

Tooth replacement 

in maxilla 

3.5 (1.25 – 6.5) -  Uncertain 

Comments on 

prosthesis design or 

alternative tooth 

replacement 

strategies 

- “Removable partial denture tooth and mucosa borne 

design” 

- “Bridge to replace one premolar” 

 

 

*1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate 

Table 14 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in patients aged between 18 – 64 

years old – missing one mandibular first premolar, both mandibular second premolars and 

all mandibular molar teeth  
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 Round 1 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Round 2 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Consensus (%) 

No intervention 4 (2.25 – 6) 3 (1.75 – 6) Uncertain 

Acrylic Removable 

Partial Denture 

3 (1.5 – 5) 2.5 (2 – 4.25) Uncertain 

Metal based 

Removable Partial 

Denture 

6 (4 – 8) 6.5 (6 – 8) Uncertain 

Removable Partial 

Denture with 

precision 

attachments 

3 (1 – 4.5) 2.5 (1.75 – 4.25) Uncertain 

Conventional 

Cantilever Bridges 

1 (1 – 2.5) - Inappropriate (84%) 

Resin bonded 

Cantilever Bridges 

5 (2 – 6) 4.5 (2.5 – 6.25) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported crowns 

7 (6 – 8) 7 (6.75 – 7) Appropriate (75%) 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

7 (5.5 – 8) 7 (6.25 – 7) Appropriate (75%) 

Dental implant 

supported 

5 (2 – 7) 4.5 (3.75 – 7) Uncertain 
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removable partial 

dentures 

Tooth replacement 

in maxilla 

3.5 (1 – 5) - Uncertain 

Comments on 

prosthesis design or 

alternative tooth 

replacement 

strategies 

- “Removable partial denture tooth and mucosa borne 

design” 

 

 

*1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate 

Table 15 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in patients aged 65 years or older 

– missing one mandibular first premolar, both mandibular second premolars and all 

mandibular molar teeth  
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 Round 1 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Round 2 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Consensus (%) 

No intervention 1.5 (1 – 4.5) - Inappropriate (72%) 

Acrylic Removable 

Partial Denture 

3 (2 – 5.5) 2.5 (1.75 – 4.25) Uncertain 

Metal based 

Removable Partial 

Denture 

6 (4 – 7.5) 6 (5.75 – 7) Uncertain 

Removable Partial 

Denture with 

precision 

attachments 

2 (1 – 4.5) 2.5 (2 – 5) Uncertain 

Conventional 

Cantilever Bridges 

1 (1 – 2) - Inappropriate (89%) 

Resin bonded 

Cantilever Bridges 

3 (1 – 4.5) 2 (1 – 4) Uncertain 

Dental implant 

supported crowns 

7 (6 – 9) 7 (7 – 8) Appropriate (88%) 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

8 (6.5 – 9) - Appropriate (74%) 

Dental implant 

supported 

5 (2 – 7) 6 (5 – 7) Uncertain 
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removable partial 

dentures 

Tooth replacement 

in maxilla 

3.5 (1.25 – 5.75) - Uncertain 

Comments on 

prosthesis design or 

alternative tooth 

replacement 

strategies 

- “Removable partial denture tooth and mucosa borne 

design” 

 

 

*1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate 

Table 16 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in patients aged between 18 – 64 

years old – missing all mandibular premolars and all mandibular molar teeth 
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 Round 1 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Round 2 Median 

Score* (Inter-

quartile Range) 

Consensus (%) 

No intervention 2.5 (1 – 5) 2.5 (1 – 4.25) Uncertain 

Acrylic Removable 

Partial Denture 

4 (3 – 6) 3.5 (2 – 5) Uncertain 

Metal based 

Removable Partial 

Denture 

6 (4 – 8) 7.5 (6.75 – 8) Appropriate (75%) 

Removable Partial 

Denture with 

precision 

attachments 

2 (1 – 5) 3.5 (1.75 – 5.25) Uncertain 

Conventional 

Cantilever Bridges 

1 (1 – 2) - Inappropriate (89%) 

Resin bonded 

Cantilever Bridges 

3 (1 – 5) 2 (1 – 3.75) Inappropriate (75%) 

Dental implant 

supported crowns 

7 (6 – 8) 7 (6.75 – 8) Appropriate (75%) 

Dental implant 

supported bridges 

7 (6.5 – 8.5) - Appropriate (74%) 

Dental implant 

supported 

4 (2 – 7) 6 (5 – 7.25) Uncertain 
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removable partial 

dentures 

Tooth replacement 

in maxilla 

3 (1 – 5) - Uncertain 

Comments on 

prosthesis design or 

alternative tooth 

replacement 

strategies 

- “Removable partial denture tooth and mucosa borne 

design” 

 

 

*1=Highly Inappropriate, 9=Highly Appropriate 

Table 17 Appropriateness of tooth replacement strategies in patients aged 65 years or older 

– missing all mandibular premolars and all mandibular molar teeth 
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Discussion 

 

With an ageing population, more patients retaining natural teeth, and advances in 

prosthetic options, the complexity of providing appropriate tooth replacement has 

increased.  With increasing complexity, and limited public health resources, it is important  

that tooth replacement strategies are worth doing, in specific clinical scenarios.  A 

geographically heterogenous sample of external reviewers, from five countries, reached 

consensus on the appropriateness of 37 tooth replacement strategies in this study.  There 

was uncertainty regarding the appropriateness of 63 other tooth replacement strategies 

after Round 2, with 10 of these discarded after Round 1 due to qualitative feedback from 

participants. 

 

In Round 1, there was consensus amongst external reviewers that ‘no intervention’ is 

appropriate in patients aged 65 years or older, who are missing all mandibular molar teeth, 

but have an intact functional shortened dental arch.  Conversely, acrylic removable partial 

dentures, removable partial dentures with precision attachments and conventional 

cantilever bridges were considered inappropriate with consensus for this pattern of tooth 

loss, regardless of patient age.  Dental implant supported removable partial dentures were 

also considered inappropriate for this pattern of tooth loss, in patients aged between 18 – 

64 years old.  These results are consistent with the limited evidence presented in the 

systematic review regarding the increased maintenance burden of removable partial 

dentures, and reduced impact on OHRQoL, when compared to a functional shortened 

dental arch.  However, qualitative data from external reviewers did highlight the influence 

of a patient’s functional and aesthetic requirements, in tooth replacement decision making. 
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Where patients are also missing one or more mandibular premolar teeth, external reviewers 

agreed with consensus after Round 1 and 2, that dental implant supported crowns and / or 

bridges were appropriate, in eight out of the ten clinical scenarios presented.  Metal based 

removable partial dentures were also considered an appropriate alternative option in 

patients aged 65 years or older, who are missing all mandibular premolars and molars 

(Kennedy Class I).  Age was not a determinant for dental implant treatment, with implant 

supported fixed prostheses being considered appropriate in patients younger and older 

than 65 years, depending on the pattern of tooth loss.  Additionally, some reviewers 

commented that age would not alter strategy, and recent evidence suggests implant 

prostheses in geriatric patients are a predictable treatment option with a very high rate of 

implant survival.78  Evidence for restoration of the shortened dental arch using dental 

implants, compared with other tooth replacement strategies, is limited.  However, the 

functional and psychosocial benefits of implant restorations for tooth replacement have 

been documented widely.  Furthermore, studies in Switzerland have demonstrated the cost-

effectiveness of implant treatment when considered largely from a biological perspective, 

where carefully provided implant treatment is less harmful to the natural dentition than 

conventional treatments.119,120     

 

External reviewers agreed with consensus after Round 1 and 2, that conventional cantilever 

bridges were inappropriate in all clinical scenarios.  This data suggests that where remaining 

teeth are sound or restorable with direct restorations, as in these clinical scenarios, and 

with the improvement in performance of resin bonded bridgework, conventional cantilever 

bridges are an intervention that patients do not need, when measuring the appropriateness 

of care.  As previously noted, despite high survival rates, biological and technical 
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complications are frequent with conventional cantilever bridges.  These include pulpal 

devitalisation, secondary caries, recurrent periodontitis, loss of retention and material 

fractures.60  Although, in the context of restoring a shortened dental arch, conventional 

cantilever bridges may have less technical complications compared with removable partial 

dentures.33,38 

 

The performance of resin bonded bridgework in restoring patients to a functional shortened 

dental arch has been investigated by several studies.  In this modified Delphi analysis, there 

was uncertainty on the appropriateness of resin bonded bridgework in nine of the clinical 

scenarios presented to external reviewers.  Qualitative data raised concern that diminutive 

cusps in lower first premolars are not suitable to support cantilever RBBs, unless opposed by 

a complete denture.  There was also concern that overlap of occlusal surfaces to 

compensate for this, would result in visibility of metal retainers and poor aesthetics.  After 

Round 2, there was consensus that distal cantilever resin bonded cantilever bridges were 

inappropriate in patients aged 65 years or older, who are missing all mandibular premolars 

and molars. 

 

Removable partial dentures with precision attachments were considered inappropriate with 

consensus, in seven of the clinical scenarios, after Round 1 and 2.  Previous studies have 

highlighted more maintenance for technical reasons associated with RPDs retained with 

precision attachments, in addition to minor detrimental effects on periodontal health.37,38  

Use of precision attachments is not standard practice in the United Kingdom, and these 

results may reflect the geographical bias of the external reviewer sample. 
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This modified Delphi analysis was conducted due to the lack of current evidence comparing 

different tooth replacement strategies in adult patients with reduced dentitions.  The 

methodology was developed and modified from previous Delphi studies, to allow 

investigation of appropriate tooth replacement strategies.  External reviewers were 

provided with a well-defined set of interventions, and the desired consensus levels of > 70% 

and < 15%, within pre-defined median score appropriateness levels, were clearly set out in 

advance of the study.  It has been highlighted previously that definitions of group consensus 

differ substantially between Delphi studies, but combinations of percentage level 

agreement (eg. > 70%) and median scores, on a Likert scale, have been most commonly 

used.112,118,121  There was also prior definition of when interventions would be discarded, 

and when interventions would not require further rating after Round 1.   

 

A two-round online based Delphi was used, instead of employing the classical four-round 

method.118  Although Delphi reliability may increase with the number of rounds, respondent 

fatigue can set in after 2 or 3 rounds and previous authors suggest that close-ended rounds 

beyond two may not result in any advantage.112,118  External reviewers were selected based 

on UK specialisation, and academic involvement within the clinical topic area.  There is no 

standard statistical process for determining adequate sample size in the Delphi process, and 

variable numbers of participants have been suggested, with ranges from 13 up to 60 

providing adequate representation.118,122  The sample in this study was within this range, 

but was considered too small to facilitate cross-impact analyses.  It was therefore not 

possible to meaningfully assess the influence of time since graduation, scope of practice, 

and research participation on participants choices.  Assistance with participant recruitment 

was provided by the British Society of Restorative Dentistry (BSRD) in an attempt to 
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enhance response rate.  However, recruitment of dental practitioners in a research study is 

challenging, and it is difficult to retain a high response rate in each round of the Delphi 

process.  Some reviewers expressed difficulties in understanding the process in Round 1, 

and this is reflected in the qualitative data.  In our analysis, the response rate in Round 2 

(51.6%, 16/31) did drop when compared to Round 1 (64.5%, 20/31).   

 

This study was guided by commonly reported features of Delphi studies.   When used and 

conducted properly, the Delphi technique can facilitate justifiable, valid and credible 

conclusions based on up-to-date evidence and collective ‘expert’ opinion.121  However, it is 

important to note that ‘consensus’ does not mean that the correct answer, judgement or 

opinion has been found.118  There is also no evidence of reliability of the Delphi method, and 

validity may be limited by biases.112,118  Potential bias in this study could be associated with 

expert acceptance of the process and participant wishes to please or avoid embarrassment.   

Several Delphi studies have involved patients or clients in the external review process,123 

and their absence in this study is another limitation.  Including patient preferences, needs, 

experience (PREMS) and outcome (PROMS) measures can only improve the appropriateness 

of care.  As a key stakeholder, patient involvement in similar future studies should be 

encouraged. 
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Section 5: Tooth replacement in partially dentate older adults – a survival 

analysis 
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Introduction 

 

As older patients retain natural teeth for longer the dental profession is charged with 

controlling chronic dental diseases in an increasingly challenging oral environment.  Many 

older patients suffer from a variety of conditions which make mechanical tooth cleaning and 

denture cleansing very difficult.  By their nature, older patients also suffer most from 

chronic systemic diseases.  Loss of manual dexterity due to conditions such as Parkinson’s 

Disease or Arthritis can make keeping teeth and dentures clean almost impossible.  In 

addition, many older patients consume food rich in complex carbohydrates which can 

promote the development of coronal and root caries124,125.  As these patients get older, 

their mouths and teeth undergo a number of age related changes.  One of the most marked 

changes is a reduction in the amount of saliva in their mouths with large numbers 

complaining of xerostomia.  Physiological changes can contribute to xerostomia but dry 

mouth is a common side effect of many drugs taken by to control systemic medical 

conditions.  A lack of saliva can have a devastating effect on the remaining dentition, 

directly contributing to an increased risk of caries, periodontal disease and subsequent 

tooth loss126.  Removable partial dentures (RPDs) can themselves present a significant 

maintenance challenge for patients33,34.  This can have further negative effects on dental 

disease progression and subsequent tooth loss.   

 

The modified Delphi analysis in Section 4 demonstrated significant uncertainty amongst 

clinicians and academics regarding the appropriateness of several currently available tooth 

replacement strategies.  With increasingly available sources of information and a more 

dentally aware population, clinicians are tasked with replacing teeth using a conservative, 
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cost effective and patient centred approach.  Although the SDA concept has been shown to 

be acceptable to both patients and clinicians there is also evidence to suggest that it is 

currently an underutilised treatment approach127.  Whilst a small number of patients will 

retain the 20 natural teeth necessary to achieve a natural SDA, a more realistic situation is 

that patients can be restored to a SDA.  As discussed in previous sections, this can be done 

using a variety of fixed prosthodontic options. 

 

The aim of this study was to compare the cumulative survival rate of two different tooth 

replacement strategies for partially dentate older patients; namely functionally orientated 

treatment according to the principles of the shortened dental arch (SDA) using resin bonded 

bridgework and conventional treatment using removable partial dentures (RPDs).   The 

survival analysis only is described in this chapter, as the student was not involved in the 

conduct of the clinical study or data collection.    
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Materials and Methods 

 

As illustrated in Figure 15, a randomised controlled clinical trial (RCT) was conducted (Trial 

registration: ISRCTN26302774).  Patients were included in the study if they were 65 years or 

older and seeking replacement of missing natural teeth.  Participants had a minimum of six 

remaining natural teeth in both arches of good prognosis, could accept routine dental care 

in a dental chair, could communicate in English and had no medical conditions which 

precluded routine dental treatment. Full ethical approval was granted for the study  (ref: 

ECM 5 (9) 05/02/08). Each patient was provided with written information detailing the 

proposed treatment involved and each patient completed a written consent form prior to 

treatment. A power calculation was made based on summary OHIP-14 score data from the 

United Kingdom Adult Dental Health Survey3.  The calculation was based on an equivalence 

study.  The power calculation indicated that 44 patients per group was required to give 

power of 80% with a one sided 5% level of significance.  The attrition rate was set at 30% to 

allow for drop outs during the study, so the targeted baseline recruitment was 130 

participants.  Patients were recruited and treated in both a dental hospital and a geriatric 

day hospital with a mobile dental unit.   
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Figure 15 Patient flow diagram 

 

Randomisation was performed using a computer-generated schedule in SAS®.  Patients were 

randomly allocated to two different treatment groups: the RPD group and the SDA group.  
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Randomisation was conducted in blocks of varying length and was stratified according to 

age and gender.  Patient randomisation was conducted by a research assistant and the 

allocation was concealed from the clinical operator.  Initially, all patients received 

standardised dental care to render them dentally fit including extraction of hopeless teeth, 

restoration of caries and non-surgical management of periodontal disease.   

Patients from each treatment group received standardised care according to a treatment 

protocol.  Each patient from the RPD group had all missing natural teeth replaced with RPDs 

fabricated with cobalt–chromium frameworks.  Each patient from the SDA group was 

restored to a premolar occlusion of 10 occluding pairs of natural and replacement teeth 

using RBB throughout the arch.  Posterior teeth distal to the SDA were left unopposed.  The 

RBB was provided using a standardised protocol in each case.  Each item of fixed and 

removable prosthodontics was constructed by the same dental laboratory.  All operative 

treatment was conducted by a single operator with postgraduate training in clinical 

prosthodontics.  All patients returned for review on a yearly basis.  In addition, patients 

attended without appointments if they required further treatment associated with either 

tooth replacement strategy.  At each appointment the RBB and the RPDs were assessed for 

success according to the criteria in Table 18.  
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Prosthesis Criteria Description 

RBB 
Successful 

・RBB retained 

・No episodes of decementation 

Survived ・RBB recemented on one occasion 

Unsuccessful 

・RBB recemented on 2 or more occasions 

・RBB remade 

・RBB lost 

RPD Successful ・RPD in function 

Survived ・RPD in function but repaired or altered 

Unsuccessful ・RPD not in use 

 

Table 18 Success criteria for tooth replacement strategies 
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Results 

 

After 36 months, 89 participants completed the randomised controlled clinical trial.  The 

profiles of the patients treated as part of the trial are summarised in Table 19.   As part of 

the study a total of 89 RPDs and 120 RBBs were constructed.  The breakdown of the RPDs 

according to Kennedy classification is illustrated in Table 20.   This data illustrates that the 

majority of upper RPDs (n=17) were constructed for Kennedy Class III cases, compared to 

Kennedy Class I (n=23) in the lower arch.  The breakdown of the RBBs provided is illustrated 

in Table 21.  This data shows that more RBBs were placed in the upper arch (n=65) than the 

lower arch (n=55).   

 

 RPD SDA 

Number of participants (n) 45 44 

Age (years) 74.0 (IQR: 69.0 - 78.0) 71.5 (IQR: 69.0-78.0) 

Gender M=21, F=24 M=20, F=24 

Number of residual natural 

teeth (n) 

19.0 (IQR: 17.0-20.0) 18.0 (IQR: 17.0-20.5) 

Occlusal Units (n) (baseline) 7.0 (IQR: 6.0-8.0) 8.0 (IQR: 6.0-8.0) 

Number of prostheses 

constructed (n) 

89 120 

Occlusal Units (n) (after 

prosthodontic rehabilitation) 

14.0 (IQR: 14.0-14.0) 10.0 (IQR: 10.0-10.0) 

  

Table 19  Summary of prosthodontic rehabilitation provided during the study 
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Kennedy 

Classification 

Upper Arch 

(n=44) 

Lower Arch 

(n=45) 

I 4 23 

II 15 10 

III 17 8 

IV 8 4 

 

Table 20  Breakdown of RPDs provided according to Kennedy Classification and arch  

 

Number of 

Adhesive Bridges 

provided (n) 

Upper Arch 

(n=65) 

Lower Arch 

(n=55) 

1 13 16 

2 23 18 

3 2 1 

 

Table 21  Breakdown of RBBs provided according to number and arch 

 

Table 22 provides a summary of the success and survival of the prostheses placed according 

to the criteria illustrated in Table 18.  For the RBBs, 113 (94.3%) were judged as successful 

with a further 7  (5.8%) having survived after one episode of recementing.   In comparison, 

65 RPDs were judged to have been successful (73.0%) with a further 10 (11.2%) having 

survived.  A total of 14 RPDs (15.7%) were no longer in use and were considered as 

unsuccessful.   Further analysis using a log-rank test demonstrated that the success rate for 

the RBBs placed for the SDA group were significant better than the RPDs (p=0.005).  This 
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finding was consistent when the upper (p=0.019) and lower (p=0.05) were analysed 

separately (Table 23).  These findings were replicated when the data was analysed using 

Kaplan-Meier plots (Figures 16-18).    

 

 Criteria Description Prostheses (n) 

SDA 

(n=120) 

Successful 

・RBB retained 

・No episodes of de-cementation 

113 (94.2%) 

Survived ・RBB recemented on one occasion 7 (5.8%) 

Unsuccessful 

・RBB recemented on 2 or more occasion 

・RBB remade 

0 (0%) 

RPD 

(n=89) 

Successful ・RPD in function 65 (73.0%) 

Survived ・RPD in function but repaired or altered 10 (11.2%) 

Unsuccessful ・RPD not in use 14 (15.7%) 

Table 22  Summary of success and survival of prostheses after 3 years 

 

 
Total (n) 

Successful prostheses  

in total (n) 
Success Rate 

p-value (log 

rank test) 

SDA (total)  120 113 94.2%  

RPD (total) 89 65 73.0% 0.005 

Upper SDA 65 65 100.0%  

Upper RPD 44 38 86.4% 0.019 

Lower SDA 55 48 87.3%  

Lower RPD 45 27 60.0% 0.05 

Table 23  Summary of success rates for prosthodontic rehabilitation after 3 years including 

breakdown by arch 
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Figure 16 Kaplan-Meier analysis – RPDs vs RBBs 

 

Figure 17 Kaplan-Meier analysis – RPDs vs RBBs in upper arch 

 

Figure 18 Kaplan-Meier analysis – RPDs vs RBBs in lower arch  
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Further analysis of the RPDs placed in the lower arch was undertaken (Table 24).  This 

analysis illustrated the very low survival (39.1%) and success (34.8%) of Kennedy Class I 

RPDs placed in the lower arch.     

 

Kennedy 

Classification 

Upper RPD (n) Survived Lower RPD (n) Survived 

I 4 4 (100%) 23 9 (39.1%) 

II 15 15 (100%) 10 10 (100%) 

III 17 17 (100%) 8 8 (100%) 

IV 8 8 (100%) 4 4 (100%) 

 

Kennedy 

Classification 

Upper RPD (n) Successful Lower RPD (n) Successful 

I 4 4 (100%) 23 8 (34.8%) 

II 15 13 (86.7%) 10 8 (80%) 

III 17 13 (76.5%) 8 7 (87.5%) 

IV 8 8 (100%) 4 4 (100%) 

 

Table 24  Success and survival of RPDs according to Kennedy classification 
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Discussion 

 

This study represents one of a very small number of randomised clinical trials within clinical 

prosthodontics with a substantial follow up period (3 years).  It illustrates that oral 

rehabilitation according to the principles of the SDA utilising RBBs can be a very successful 

form of treatment with overall success rates of 94.2%.  This compared very favourably to 

RPDs which had an overall success rate of 73.0% (p=0.05).  This trend continued when the 

upper and lower arches were analysed separately.  In the upper arch SDA treatment was 

100% successful compared to 86.4% (p=0.019) for RPDs. In the lower arch, lower success 

rates were reported for both the SDA (87.3%) and the RPD (60.0%) groups (p=0.05).  When 

the lower arch was analysed according to Kennedy Classification it was demonstrated that 

Class I RPDs were successful in only 34.8% of cases compared to 80% success for Class II, 

87.5% for Class III and 100% for Class IV cases.  

 

Given patients’ dislike of removable dentures, their biological cost and high levels of non-

compliance, other treatment options should be considered when planning tooth 

replacement for older, partially dentate patients128.   This study provides high quality 

evidence to advance this discussion in the form of an appropriately powered randomised 

controlled clinical trial with a significant follow up period.  Despite these strengths of the 

study a number of limitations should be noted including the assessment of the prostheses.  

Whilst patient randomisation and allocation was conducted by a research assistant the 

assessment of the prostheses was undertaken by the same operator who provided the 

initial treatment.  Given the clear difference between the two forms of treatment provided, 
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blinding was impossible, but an independent assessor could have been used to assess 

survival and success criteria.   

 

The results of this study can be interpreted in relation to previous work in this area.  Using a 

similar study deign, researchers from the University of Newcastle concluded after a 5 year 

follow-up RBB used to provide patients with a SDA had similar survival characteristics as 

RPDs39.  In contrast to the results present in this paper all of the RBBs placed in the previous 

study were in the lower arch and all were placed as distal extension prostheses.  Further 

evidence is available from another study carried out at the University of Geneva.  In this 

study, which also compared functionally orientated treatment with RPDs, a 19% failure rate 

was reported for the fixed prostheses used33.  Further evidence on the long term success of 

the SDA concept is available from a multicentre German trial which has reported results 

over a 5 year period65.  Whilst this study also reports very positive survival rates for 

treatment according to the principles of the SDA, patients in the German study were 

provided with RPDs retained using precision attachments and conventional fixed 

bridgework in the SDA group.  Therefore the results are not directly comparable.   

 

This study provides further evidence of the advantages of functionally orientated treatment 

compared to conventional tooth replacement strategies such as RPDs.  In addition to the 

high success rates demonstrated in this study, previous work has illustrated that functionally 

orientated treatment has positive impacts on oral health related quality life, masticatory 

performance and patient satisfaction57,81,129,130.  Especially in partially reduced dentitions 

with (almost) sound remaining teeth RBB offers a good treatment alternative to RPDs.  They 

are relatively easy to place and well accepted by the patient.  The biological price is low 
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compared to conventional bridges and RPDs.  Evidence also suggests that maintenance of a 

functionally orientated dentition is more achievable for the patient and ultimately more 

cost effective34,90,100.  The combination of these factors should encourage both policymakers 

and clinicians to utilise this treatment concept more widely in appropriate cases.  One 

criticism often levelled at the use of RBBs is the reduced success rate found in primary 

care46,53.  This study illustrates that high success rates can be achieved in older patients 

when the operative treatment is undertaken in both a dental hospital and non-hospital 

setting.   
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Section 6: Conclusions and suggestions for future research  
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Conclusions  

 

The aims of this Research project were to: 

1. Conduct a systematic review and meta-analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of 

different tooth replacement strategies in adult patients with shortened dental 

arches 

2. Develop consensus from “experts” in Restorative Dentistry on the most appropriate 

tooth replacement strategies in adult patients with shortened dental arches  

3. Compare the cumulative survival rates of two different tooth replacement strategies 

for partially dentate older patients, from a randomized controlled clinical trial 

 

Specific objectives related to these aims included: 

1. To determine survival rates of different prosthodontic interventions, the risk of 

tooth loss with and without prosthodontic interventions, and the impact of different 

tooth replacement strategies on oral-health related quality of life (OHRQoL). 

2. To determine appropriate tooth replacement strategies for adult patients with 10 or 

less functional mandibular teeth, and what effect a patient’s age and clinician 

characteristics has on the appropriateness of these strategies  

3. To compare success and survival rates of functionally orientated treatment 

according to the principles of the shortened dental arch (SDA) using resin bonded 

bridgework, with conventional treatment using removable partial dentures (RPDs) 

 

In considering these aims and objectives, the following conclusions were made: 
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1. From the systematic review conducted, there is currently insufficient evidence to 

recommend one tooth replacement strategy over another in adult patients with 

reduced dentitions.  There is limited evidence that removable partial dentures are 

associated with more maintenance and impact less on oral health related quality of 

life, in comparison with restoration to a shortened dental arch using resin bonded 

bridges. 

 

2. Measuring the appropriateness of interventions is motivated by the concern that 

increasing complexity of treatment options, results in some patients not undergoing 

procedures that they need, and others undergoing procedures that they do not 

need.116,117  The results of the modified Delphi analysis represent the consensus 

clinical opinions of participating specialist practitioners and academics, from five 

countries.  Consensus was reached on the appropriateness of 37 tooth replacement 

strategies.  Participants agreed that no tooth replacement was appropriate in elderly 

patients (> 65 years old) with existing functional shortened dental arches (absence of 

molar teeth).  They also agreed that provision of removable partial dentures and 

conventional bridgework was not appropriate in this clinical scenario.  Where 

patients are missing premolar and molar teeth, dental implant supported crowns or 

bridgework was considered appropriate with consensus, regardless of age.  

Conventional cantilever bridges and removable partial dentures with precision 

attachments were considered inappropriate interventions for all or most of the 

clinical scenarios presented.   
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3. The cumulative survival rate for RBBs used as part of functionally orientated 

treatment (SDA group) was significantly better than RPDs for partially dentate older 

adults (p=0.005), after 36 months.   The cumulative survival rate for upper RPDs was 

significantly better than lower RPDs in partially dentate older adults, particularly in 

Kennedy Class I cases.   

 

Suggestions for future research 

 

§ The systematic review highlighted the need for further research on tooth 

replacement strategies, as there are insufficient numbers of good quality 

randomised controlled trials currently available.  Authors should be encouraged to 

adhere to CONSORT guidelines for randomized controlled trials, and report findings 

in such a way that facilitates future meta-analysis.   

 
 

§ Future studies should focus on contemporary prosthodontic interventions, including 

dental implants, and provide more standardised core outcomes with longer term 

follow-up.  These should include subjective qualitative outcomes so that future 

treatment strategies can be based on evidence that is ‘patient centred’.   

 

 
§ Research in primary dental care should be encouraged, to assess the effectiveness  

of interventions and increase the external validity of findings.  With an ageing 

population, and evidence of income related barriers to oral healthcare for many 
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older adults11, there is also a need to ascertain which treatment strategies are most 

cost-effective.  

 

§ Although the results of the modified Delphi analysis only represent the consensus 

clinical opinion of a small sample of ‘experts’, it is hoped that the framework and 

methodology used will inform the development of larger Delphi studies and 

direction of future research.  Future Delphi studies should also encourage patient 

involvement, as a key stakeholder, where possible.   
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Appendix 1 - OVID MEDLINE / Embase Search Strategy 

1. (t##th* adj6 replac*).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance word, 
subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary concept 
word, rare disease supplementary concept word, unique identifier]   

2. Dental Prosthesis, Implant-Supported/ or Dental Implantation, Endosseous/ or 
Dental Implants/ or oral implant*.mp. 

3. bridge*.mp. 
4. Dental Prosthesis, Implant-Supported/ or Denture, Partial/ or Jaw, Edentulous, 

Partially/ or Denture, Partial, Removable/ or partial denture*.mp. or Denture, 
Partial, Fixed/ 

5. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 
6. (short* adj6 dental arch*).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of substance 

word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol supplementary 
concept word, rare disease supplementary concept word, unique identifier] 

7. (functional* adj6 dentition*).mp. [mp=title, abstract, original title, name of 
substance word, subject heading word, keyword heading word, protocol 
supplementary concept word, rare disease supplementary concept word, unique 
identifier] 

8. 6 or 7 
9. t##th loss.mp 
10. surviv*.mp. 
11. fail*.mp. 
12. "quality of life".mp. or "Quality of Life"/ 
13. Health Status Indicators/ or Health Status/ or health stat*.mp 
14. 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 
15. 5 and 8 and 14 
16. limit 15 to (english language and clinical trial, all) 
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